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CDAA.5b Nutrient Budget FPCR.pdf
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Land east of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield
Appeal reference: APP/A1720/W/20/3254389
Planning application reference: P/19/1193/OA
Appellant: Foreman Homes
Outline planning application for the erection of up to 57 dwellings, together
with associated parking, landscaping and access from Posbrook Lane
 
Dear Sir/Madam,
 
I am writing in connection with the above appeal.
 
The appeal will be determined by a public inquiry which is due to be held over four
days starting tomorrow 7th December and sitting on 8th, 9th & 14th December after
then.
 
The Appellant Foreman Homes has submitted the following details as part of their
appeal which we would be grateful for your advice on please.  Please find
attached:
 

Shadow Habitat Regulations Assessment (CSA Environmental Aug 2020)
Shadow Habitat Regulations Assessment Addendum FPCR Nov 2021
Nutrient Budget FPCR (in three parts)
Bird Conservation Area Proposals Tetra Tech Nov 2021

 
You will note from reading the shadow HRA addendum the Appellant’s position in
relation to recreational disturbance on protected sites in the New Forest.  You will
also note a fallback mitigation proposal which follows the same general approach
as that adopted by Persimmon Homes, the Appellant in a recent planning appeal
at Land east of Crofton Cemetery and West of Peak Lane, Stubbington
(3275237).  Please see attached the response received from Natural England in
relation to that appeal – with this in mind I’ve copied in the NE officers Mary
Andrew and Rebecca Aziz.
 
I look forward to hearing from you.
 
Kind regards,
 
Richard Wright 
Principal Planner (Development Management)
Fareham Borough Council
01329824758 

mailto:rwright@fareham.gov.uk
mailto:consultations@naturalengland.org.uk
mailto:Mary.Andrew@naturalengland.org.uk
mailto:Rebecca.Aziz@naturalengland.org.uk
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This report may contain sensitive ecological information. It is the responsibility of the Local Authority to 


determine if this should be made publicly available. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  
 


 


1.1 This document has been prepared by CSA Environmental on behalf of 


Foreman Homes, in relation to land east of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield 


(hereafter referred to as ‘the Appeal Site’) where planning permission is 


sought for a residential development (hereafter referred to as ‘the 


Appeal Scheme’). The Appeal Site location is shown in Appendix A. 


1.2 This document provides information to assist the Planning Inspectorate, 


as competent authority, in their consideration of whether the proposed 


development will have likely significant effects on European sites, and in 


ascertaining any adverse effects on their integrity, as required under 


Regulation 63 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 


2017 (as amended). This process is commonly termed Habitats 


Regulations Assessment (HRA). 


Project Background 


1.3 An outline planning application was submitted to Fareham Borough 


Council in November 2019 in respect of the Appeal Site, seeking 


permission for the erection of up to 57 dwellings, together with 


associated parking, landscaping and access from Posbrook Lane 


(P/19/1193/OA). 


1.4 The Officer’s Report to Committee (dated 24 June 2020) recommended 


refusal of the outline application. At the time of writing there was no 


objection to the application from the Council’s Ecologist, and no 


objection from Natural England (the Statutory Nature Conservation 


Board in England) subject to the “Bird Conservation Area being 


appropriately secured and any positive nutrient budget being 


mitigated.” 


1.5 However, reasons for the recommendation for refusal included: 


“e) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 


fails to appropriately secure mitigation of the likely adverse effects on 


the integrity of European Protected Sites which, in combination with 


other developments, would arise due to the impacts of recreational 


disturbance; 


f) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal fails 


to appropriately secure mitigation of the likely adverse effects on the 


integrity of European Protected Sites which would arise as a result of the 


loss of part of a Primary Support Area for Brent geese and waders; 


g) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 


fails to appropriately secure mitigation of the likely adverse effects on 


the integrity of European Protected Sites which, in combination with 
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other developments, would arise due to the additional generation of 


nutrients entering the water environment;” 


1.6 The decision to refuse outline planning permission is being appealed to 


the Planning Inspectorate. As the decision-making authority, the 


Planning Inspectorate are the ‘competent authority’ in respect of 


Regulation 63 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 


2017 (as amended). This document can be described as a ‘Shadow’ 


HRA, providing all necessary information to the Inspector with which to 


make their assessment (pursuant to Regulation 63(2) of the above 


Regulations). 


Summary of Applicable Legislation and Policy  


1.7 All SACs and SPAs collectively form part of a European suite of sites 


known as Natura 2000 sites, and are afforded strict protection from the 


potentially damaging effects of human activities. For ease of reference 


here, and consistent with their treatment under UK government policy, 


sites designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International 


Importance especially as Waterfowl Habitat (Ramsar Convention, 1971), 


or ‘Ramsar sites’, are also referred to as European sites. 


1.8 Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive states that any plan or project likely 


to have a significant effect on a European site, either individually or in 


combination with other plans or projects, shall be subject to an 


Appropriate Assessment of its implications for the site in view of the site's 


conservation objectives.  


1.9 In England and Wales, the Habitats Directive has been transposed into 


domestic legislation through the Conservation of Habitats and Species 


Regulations 2017 (as amended). These Regulations are widely referred 


to as the ‘Habitat Regulations’. Regulation 63 of these Regulations states 


that, "A competent authority, before deciding to undertake, or give any 


consent, permission or other authorisation for, a plan or project which 


(a) is likely to have a significant effect on a European site or a European 


offshore marine site (either alone or in combination with other plans or 


projects), and (b) is not directly connected with or necessary to the 


management of that site, must make an appropriate assessment of the 


implications of the plan or project for that site in view of that site’s 


conservation objectives.” This assessment process is commonly referred 


to as ‘Habitats Regulations Assessment’ (HRA).  


1.10 Further detail of the legislative and case law context, as well as national 


and local planning policies relevant to HRA, are provided within 


Appendix B. It should be noted that through the provisions of The 


Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) 


Regulations 2019, the Regulations retain all protections afforded to sites, 


habitats and species following the UK’s departure from the European 


Union on 31st January 2020.  
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2.0 EXEMPTION, EXCLUSION AND ELIMINATION 
 
 


2.1 It is necessary in the first instance to undertake preliminary screening to 


determine whether the proposed development is exempt, excluded or 


eliminated from the Regulation 63 requirements, and to refine which 


European site designations warrant further consideration. If the 


proposed development ‘passes’ any of the preliminary screening tests 


shown below in Table 1, then no further screening for likely significant 


effects is required. 


Table 1: Preliminary Screening 


Preliminary Screening Test Pass? 


Is the scheme directly connected with or necessary to the 


management of a European site for nature conservation 


purposes? 


No 


Is the proposed scheme the continuation, without material 


change, of ongoing activities not subject to any form of 


authorisation? 


No 


In light of the nature, scale, duration and location of the scheme, 


is it obvious that it could not have any conceivable effect on any 


European site? 


No 


 


2.2 In view of the final preliminary screening test in Table 1, it is the 


professional opinion of the author that the following European sites 


could conceivably be affected by the scheme, in view of its nature, 


scale, duration and location. These designations will therefore be 


screened for likely significant effects in Section 3 of this document. 


 Solent and Southampton Water SPA (c. 550m south) 


 Solent and Southampton Water Ramsar site (c. 550m south) 


 Solent and Dorset Coast pSPA (marine component) (c. 2.7km south) 


 Solent Maritime SAC (c. 3.4km west) 


 Portsmouth Harbour SPA (c. 3.9km east) 


 Portsmouth Harbour Ramsar site (c. 3.9km east) 


 


2.3 Comprehensive details on the characteristics of the above European 


sites are presented in Appendix C. These characteristics form the basis 


of assessment and include their distances from the Appeal Site, 


component Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), qualifying features, 


published conservation objectives and any known vulnerabilities or 


threats to their favourable conservation statuses. 
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3.0 SCREENING FOR LIKELY SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS  
 
 


Potential Impact Pathways 


3.1 In the context of the information on European site characteristics 


(Appendix C), potential impact pathways between the Appeal Scheme 


and the conservation objectives of the European sites identified in 


Section 2 of this report are screened below (Tables 2a-f). 


3.2 Pathways are considered in Tables 2(a-f) on the basis of the Appeal 


Scheme as proposed, i.e. including any facets which, in 


addition/secondary to their primary purpose, may act to mitigate 


effects that might otherwise occur on European sites. However, in 


accordance with the ‘People Over Wind’ ruling of the CJEU (Case C-


323/17), screening for likely significant effects takes place in the absence 


of measures specifically adopted to avoid or reduce harmful effects on 


European sites. 


Table 2(a): Screening for Likely Significant Effects: Solent and 


Southampton Water SPA 


Any potential changes to the site or its qualifying features arising as a 


result of the following impact pathways: 


Land take by development within European site None 


Fragmentation of European site habitats None 


Increased mortality of key species None 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of habitats within 


the European site 


Possible 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of supporting 


habitats, beyond the European site 


Possible 


 


Atmospheric pollution/air quality None 


Changes to soil chemistry None  


Hydrological regime change None 


Pollution of surface/ground water Possible 


Those facets of the proposed development, or combination of facets, 


where the above effects have the potential to be significant, or where 


the scale or magnitude of effects is not known: 


Foul water discharges from the Appeal Scheme will be treated at the Peel 


Common Waste Water Treatment Works (WWTW). The WWTW are located 


within the catchment of the River Alver, which itself drains to the Solent at 


Stokes Bay. Although the SPA does not include Stokes Bay (see Appendix 


A), a physical connection is present to this and other European sites of the 


Solent, which are known to be vulnerable to nitrogen pollution (see 


Appendix C). 


 


The SPA is designated for its assemblage of overwintering and breeding 


water birds (see Appendix C). The Appeal Site is identified as a Primary 
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Support Area under the Solent Water and Brent Goose Strategy. Land use 


change at the Appeal Site therefore has the potential to result in the loss 


or deterioration of supporting habitat sharing functional linkage with the 


SPA. 


 


Overwintering birds are additionally susceptible to disturbance from 


human activity within the SPA (see Appendix C). Through increasing the 


human population local to the SPA, the Appeal Scheme could result in 


an increase in recreational pressure and associated disturbance of key 


species. 


 


Table 2(b): Screening for Likely Significant Effects: Solent and 


Southampton Water Ramsar site 


Any potential changes to the site or its qualifying features arising as a 


result of the following impact pathways: 


Land take by development within European site None 


Fragmentation of European site habitats None 


Increased mortality of key species None 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of habitats within 


the European site 


Possible 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of supporting 


habitats, beyond the European site 


None 


 


Atmospheric pollution/air quality None 


Changes to soil chemistry None  


Hydrological regime change None 


Pollution of surface/ground water Possible 


Those facets of the proposed development, or combination of facets, 


where the above effects have the potential to be significant, or where 


the scale or magnitude of effects is not known: 


As described in Table 2(a), a physical connection is present to this and 


other European sites of the Solent, which are known to be vulnerable to 


nitrogen pollution (see Appendix C). 


 


Like the co-located SPA, the Ramsar site is designated in part in 


recognition of its internationally important assemblage of wintering birds 


(see Appendix C). As described in Table 2(a), land take at the Appeal 


Site has the potential to result in the loss or deterioration of supporting 


habitat sharing functional linkage with the Ramsar site. 


 


As described in Table 2(a), the Appeal Scheme could result in an increase 


in recreational pressure and associated disturbance of key species within 


the designation. 
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Table 2(c): Screening for Likely Significant Effects: Solent and Dorset Coast 


pSPA (marine component 


Any potential changes to the site or its qualifying features arising as a 


result of the following impact pathways: 


Land take by development within European site None 


Fragmentation of European site habitats None 


Increased mortality of key species None 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of habitats within 


the European site 


None 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of supporting 


habitats, beyond the European site 


None 


 


Atmospheric pollution/air quality None 


Changes to soil chemistry None  


Hydrological regime change None 


Pollution of surface/ground water None 


Those facets of the proposed development, or combination of facets, 


where the above effects have the potential to be significant, or where 


the scale or magnitude of effects is not known: 


The pSPA is a marine designation proposed for the off-shore summer 


foraging areas used by internationally important populations of common, 


Sandwich and little terns (which breed in other, existing SPAs within the 


Greater Solent). No impact pathways have been identified. The 


qualifying features are vulnerable to off-shore activities, such as marine 


aggregate dredging and maintenance dredging disposal. 


 


Table 2(d): Screening for Likely Significant Effects: Solent Maritime SAC 


Any potential changes to the site or its qualifying features arising as a 


result of the following impact pathways: 


Land take by development within European site None 


Fragmentation of European site habitats None 


Increased mortality of key species None 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of habitats within 


the European site 


Possible 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of supporting 


habitats, beyond the European site 


None 


 


Atmospheric pollution/air quality None 


Changes to soil chemistry None  


Hydrological regime change None 


Pollution of surface/ground water Possible 


Those facets of the proposed development, or combination of facets, 


where the above effects have the potential to be significant, or where 


the scale or magnitude of effects is not known: 
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As described in Table 2(a), a physical connection is present to this and 


other European sites of the Solent, which are known to be vulnerable to 


nitrogen pollution (see Appendix C). 


 


Table 2(e): Screening for Likely Significant Effects: Portsmouth Harbour SPA 


Any potential changes to the site or its qualifying features arising as a 


result of the following impact pathways: 


Land take by development within European site None 


Fragmentation of European site habitats None 


Increased mortality of key species None 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of habitats within 


the European site 


Possible 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of supporting 


habitats, beyond the European site 


None 


 


Atmospheric pollution/air quality None 


Changes to soil chemistry None  


Hydrological regime change None 


Pollution of surface/ground water Possible 


Those facets of the proposed development, or combination of facets, 


where the above effects have the potential to be significant, or where 


the scale or magnitude of effects is not known: 


As described in Table 2(a), a physical connection is present to this and 


other European sites of the Solent, which are known to be vulnerable to 


nitrogen pollution (see Appendix C). 


 


Overwintering birds are additionally susceptible to disturbance from 


human activity within the SPA (see Appendix C). Through increasing the 


human population local to the SPA, the Appeal Scheme could result in 


an increase in recreational pressure and associated disturbance of key 


species. 


 


Table 2(f): Screening for Likely Significant Effects: Portsmouth Harbour 


Ramsar site 


Any potential changes to the site or its qualifying features arising as a 


result of the following impact pathways: 


Land take by development within European site None 


Fragmentation of European site habitats None 


Increased mortality of key species None 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of habitats within 


the European site 


Possible 


Disturbance to key species / deterioration of supporting 


habitats, beyond the European site 


None 


 


Atmospheric pollution/air quality None 
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Changes to soil chemistry None  


Hydrological regime change None 


Pollution of surface/ground water Possible 


Those facets of the proposed development, or combination of facets, 


where the above effects have the potential to be significant, or where 


the scale or magnitude of effects is not known: 


As described in Table 2(a), a physical connection is present to this and 


other European sites of the Solent, which are known to be vulnerable to 


nitrogen pollution (see Appendix C). 


 


As described in Table 2(e), the Appeal Scheme could result in an increase 


in recreational pressure and associated disturbance of key species within 


the designation. 


 


The Appeal Scheme Alone 


3.3 In light of the foregoing, it can be concluded that the Appeal Scheme 


has the potential to result in a likely significant effect on the Solent and 


Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar site, through land take from 


functionally linked land, used by species forming qualifying features of 


the European sites as supporting habitat. As such, further Appropriate 


Assessment is required, including consideration of proposed measures 


intended to avoid or reduce effects, in order that it may ascertained 


whether the scheme will have any adverse effect on the integrity of the 


above European sites. 


3.4 Two further potential impact pathways are identified in respect of the 


Appeal Scheme; (a) potential for increased nitrate pollution of the water 


environment arising from increases in foul water discharges (relevant to 


the Solent and Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar Site, Solent 


Maritime SAC and Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site), and (b) 


potential for the resultant increase in local population to lead to a 


corresponding increase in recreational pressure and disturbance of key 


species within European sites (relevant to the Solent and Southampton 


Water SPA and Ramsar Site, and Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar 


site). These are, however, inherently diffuse and indirect impact 


pathways. In view of the Appeal Scheme’s scale and location, it is not 


considered that they could, acting alone, manifest an effect of sufficient 


magnitude to appreciably undermine the conservation objectives 


(Appendix C) of the applicable European sites via these pathways. 


3.5 No potential impact pathways have been identified in respect of the 


Solent and Dorset Coast pSPA (marine component), and this European 


site is screened out of further assessment.  
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The Appeal Scheme In Combination With Other Plans or Projects 


3.6 Screening has identified a likely significant effect of the Appeal Scheme 


when considered in isolation, therefore it is not procedurally necessary 


to screen for likely significant effects in combination with other plans or 


projects, as further appropriate assessment (the test for adverse effects 


on integrity) has already been triggered. However, for completeness 


and clarity, impact pathways capable of resulting in a likely significant 


effect when considered in combination with other plans or projects are 


acknowledged here. 


3.7 The Appeal Scheme will introduce additional overnight 


accommodation within the water catchment of the Solent. Published 


evidence has identified damage to the sensitive habitats of the Solent 


and its associated European sites as a result of elevated nutrient load in 


the water environment (principally nitrates), and their vulnerability to 


degradation as a result of further increases. While the increase in nitrate 


load directly deriving from foul water discharges from the Appeal Site 


would be unlikely to have any appreciable effect on the qualifying 


features of the European sites in isolation, these discharges could act in 


combination with further planned housing growth within the Solent 


catchment to produce potentially damaging increases in nitrate 


loading, leading to significant effects on the Solent and Southampton 


Water SPA and Ramsar Site, Solent Maritime SAC and Portsmouth 


Harbour SPA and Ramsar site. 


3.8 A further implication of the increased human population within close 


proximity to the coastal European sites is the potential for increases in 


recreational pressure. Again, at 57 units the Appeal Scheme in isolation 


would be unlikely to produce a sufficient increase in recreation to have 


an appreciable effect on the qualifying features of the European sites. 


However, when viewed in the context of wider projected urban 


development within the catchment area from which the coastal sites 


draw recreational visitors, the Appeal Scheme could produce a likely 


significant effect in combination with other plans and projects. 
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4.0 APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT 
 
 


The Appeal Site 


4.1 The Appeal Site comprises a plot of land immediately to the south of 


Titchfield Village accessed via Posbrook Lane, PO14 4JD (centred on OS 


grid reference SU537 051). The west of the site is bounded by Posbrook 


Lane, by residential houses to the north, by the Meon River to the east 


and by arable fields to the south. 


4.2 The Appeal Site where referenced here-in refers to both the red line (c. 


4ha) and ‘blue land’ to its south and east (c. 8.5ha), as shown in 


Appendix E. 


4.3 An extended Phase 1 Habitat survey was undertaken at the Appeal Site 


in 2017 and updated in 20191, characterising the site as being 


dominated by species-poor semi-improved grassland managed as 


horse pasture, bound by mature tree lines and hedgerows, with areas of 


scattered scrub and tall ruderal vegetation. In addition, targeted 


baseline ecological survey work carried out at the Appeal Site by 


EcoSupport (2016-2017) has confirmed the presence of low numbers of 


common reptiles, a typical assemblage of bat species and the presence 


of hazel dormice (see above citation). 


4.4 In addition, wintering bird surveys undertaken by ECOSA during the 


winter months of 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 recorded a peak of 31 black-


tailed godwit and 5 Mediterranean gull using the site, confirming some 


usage by species which form qualifying species of the Solent and 


Southampton Water SPA.2 


Potential Adverse Effects 


Nitrate Pollution 


4.5 It has been determined that residential development at the Appeal Site 


will lead to a direct increase in foul water effluent entering the local 


sewerage system, and that this is likely to result in an increase in nitrate 


loading within discharges from the applicable WWTW into the water 


environment. 


4.6 In 2018 and 2019 Natural England undertook a number of condition 


assessments of the features of the designated European sites of the 


Solent, as well as the nationally designated SSSIs that underpin these 


international designations. The best available up-to-date evidence has 


                                                
1 EcoSupport, December 2019. Preliminary Ecological Appraisal: Land East of Posbrook Lane, 


Titchfield. 
2 ECOSA, May 2017. Wintering Bird Survey 2016-2017: Posbrook Lane, Titchfield, Hampshire. 
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identified that some interest features at the designated sites, such as 


intertidal mudflat habitats and the wildlife they support, are widely in 


unfavourable condition due to existing high levels of nutrients (such as 


nitrate), and are therefore at risk from additional nutrient inputs.3 


4.7 Through their above cited published advice, Natural England (as 


Statutory Nature Conservation Board in England) has advised that there 


is a likely significant effect on several of the Solent’s European sites due 


to the increase in wastewater from the new developments coming 


forward. 


4.8 Foul water discharges from the Appeal Scheme will be treated at the 


Peel Common WWTW, within the catchment of the River Alver, which 


itself drains to the Solent at Stokes Bay. Although Stokes Bay is not itself 


directly covered by any of the European sites screened in for 


assessment, a physical connection and potential impact pathway is 


nevertheless present to the Solent and Southampton Water SPA and 


Ramsar site, Solent Maritime SAC and Portsmouth Harbour SPA and 


Ramsar site.  


4.9 Natural England advise that one way to address the potential effects of 


new development on the European sites of the Solent via this pathway 


is for such to achieve ‘nitrate neutrality’. However, applicable HRA case 


law (see Appendix B) makes clear that a competent authority can 


authorise a plan or project only after having first established certainty 


that the integrity of European sites will not be compromised. To assist in 


demonstrating the required certainty, Natural England have published 


a practical methodology for calculating the Nitrogen Budget of any 


given residential development. A completed Nitrogen Budget for the 


Appeal Scheme is provided at Appendix D. 


4.10 The proposed number of units at the Appeal Site is 57, therefore at an 


assumed occupation of 2.4/dwelling, the Appeal Scheme would 


generate a total net population increase of 136.8 persons. With 


wastewater generation assumed at 110l/person/day, this equates to 


15,048l/day of total wastewater likely to be generated by the Appeal 


Scheme. 


4.11 The Peel Common WWTW has a permit limit of 9mg/l Total Nitrogen (TN); 


i.e. the maximum permissible discharge rate. Natural England advise 


that a reasonable worst case scenario for calculation of the Nitrogen 


Budget is to assume that a WWTW operates at 90% of its permit limit; in 


this case equating to 8.1mg/l TN. After deducting acceptable nitrogen 


loading from wastewater (6.1mg/l), this equates to 91792.8mg TN/day, 


or 33.5kg TN/year resulting from the Appeal Scheme via wastewater 


discharges. 


                                                
3 Natural England, June 2020. Advice on achieving nutrient neutrality for new development in 


the Solent region. Version 5. 
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4.12 To calculate the TN load that will result from a development, the above 


projected wastewater discharges are combined with the calculated 


net change in nitrogen leaching from existing to proposed land uses. The 


entirety of the 12.5ha Appeal Site is currently horse grazed lowland 


grassland, while the proposed land uses are c. 3ha urban area and c. 


9.5ha ecological mitigation land (the ‘Bird Conservation Area’; see 


below and Appendix E). Using the standardised leaching rates 


prescribed within the above cited Natural England guidance (based on 


modelled data representing the best available evidence) it can be 


calculated that nitrogen leaching from the Appeal Site would be 


reduced from 162.9kg/year to 90.83kg/year as a result of the Appeal 


Scheme. 


4.13 When combined with the additional 33.5kg TN/year leaving the Peel 


Common WWTW, the 72.06kg/year reduction of nitrogen leaching from 


the Appeal Site generates a total nitrogen budget for the Appeal 


Scheme of -38.6. The Appeal Scheme can therefore be described as 


‘nitrate negative’ (a betterment upon neutrality). As such, it can be 


ascertained that the Appeal Scheme will have no adverse effect on the 


integrity of the Solent and Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar site, 


Solent Maritime SAC or Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site via the 


nitrate pollution impact pathway, either when considered alone or in 


combination with other plans or projects. 


Supporting Habitat 


4.14 It is important to recognise that the species which form qualifying 


features of spatial designations will not restrict their movements or 


activities to the confines of such a designated area, and that impacts 


which threaten the viability of a species population will by extension 


undermine the integrity of an associated designation, regardless of 


where said impacts occur. It has been determined that the Appeal 


Scheme has the potential to result in a likely significant effect on the 


Solent and Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar site through land-take 


from functionally linked land; occurring outside of, but used as 


supporting habitat by species forming qualifying features of, the 


European sites. 


4.15 The Solent Waders and Brent Goose Strategy (SWBGS) is a conservation 


partnership project, which aims to conserve the internationally 


important brent goose and wading bird populations within and around 


the European sites of the Solent coast. In 2010 a new Solent-wide 


Strategy was published,4 and an updated strategy is currently under 


preparation. The updated strategy will focus on understanding bird 


movements from the SPA to and between inland sites, based on survey 


                                                
4 King, D., 2010. Solent Waders and Brent Goose Strategy 2010. Hampshire and Isle of Wight 


Wildlife Trust. 
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data collected 2016-2019 to inform current use mapping. Current use 


mapping is available to view on the strategy, maps and data pages of 


the SWBGS website.5 This is now based upon a new site classification 


system, following a metric-based analysis technique, as set out in the 


Interim Project Report.6 


4.16 Under current SWBGS mapping the Appeal Site is identified by Site Code 


F48B. Under the classification system set out in the Interim Project Report, 


the Appeal Site is categorised as a Primary Support Area for bird 


populations which form qualifying features of the Solent and 


Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar site. Although raw survey data is 


not available from the SWBGS, data obtained by EcoSupport from the 


Hampshire Biodiversity Information Centre lists the following information 


for parcel F48B: max count 82, SPA score 3 and number of records 15.7 


4.17 Primary Support Areas are, “land that, when in suitable management, 


make an important contribution to the function of the Solent waders and 


brent goose ecological network” through the provision of alternative 


roosting and foraging sites.8 In doing so, such sites contribute to the 


achievement of the European sites’ conservation objectives (see 


Appendix C). Land take for residential development, therefore, has the 


potential to undermine the conservation objectives for the Solent and 


Southampton Water SPA, thereby constituting an adverse effect on its 


integrity, in the absence of mitigation. 


Recreational Pressure 


4.18 Coastal habitats of mudflats, shingle and saltmarshes provide essential 


winter feeding and roosting grounds for wintering birds which form 


qualifying features of the various European sites; notably in the present 


context the Solent and Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar site and 


Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site. 


4.19 As identified in Appendix C, these sites are known to be vulnerable to 


the effects of human recreational activities. On publicly accessed sites 


birds may be more alert, resulting in a reduction in the amount of food 


eaten, or they may move away from the disturbance. A bird which 


moves away forgoes valuable feeding time whilst in the air and also uses 


energy in flying - a double impact on the bird's energy reserves. If the 


disturbance is substantial, then food-rich areas may be little used by the 


birds or avoided altogether, leading to other areas hosting a higher 


density of birds and intensifying the competition for the available food. 


                                                
5 https://solentwbgs.wordpress.com/ 
6 Whitfield, D., 2019. Solent Waders and Brent Goose Strategy 2019 Interim Project Report: Year 


One. Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust. Curdridge. 
7 EcoSupport, December 2019. Preliminary Ecological Appraisal: Land East of Posbrook Lane, 


Titchfield. 
8 Solent Waders and Brent Goose Strategy Steering Group, October 2018. Solent Waders and 


Brent Goose Strategy Guidance on Mitigation and Off-setting Requirements. Final Report. 
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Extensive research, known as the Solent Disturbance Mitigation Project, 


was undertaken during 2009-2013 to assess the impact of recreational 


activity on wintering birds on the Solent coast. The research was 


coordinated by the Solent Forum, and included recording the response 


of birds to disturbance, face-to-face surveys of visitors at the coast and 


a postal survey of households living around the Solent.9 


4.20 On the basis of this research, Natural England issued formal advice to 


the Solent local planning authorities in March 2013, stating that "This 


follows the completion of Phase II of the Solent Disturbance and 


Mitigation Project (SDMP), which reported that there is a Likely Significant 


Effect associated with the new housing planned around the Solent. 


Natural England’s advice is that the SDMP work represents the best 


available evidence, and therefore avoidance measures are required in 


order to ensure a significant effect, in combination, arising from new 


housing development around the Solent, is avoided." 


4.21 The research evidence indicated that the significant majority (75%) of 


visitors to the Solent’s coastal sites were resident within 5.6km (straight 


line distance) of the SPAs.10 As the Appeal Site is located within c. 550m 


of the Solent and Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar site, and within 


c. 3.9km of the Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Ramsar site, it must be 


concluded that in the absence of mitigation the Appeal Scheme has 


the potential to adversely affect the integrity of these European sites, 


when viewed in combination with wider projected urban development 


within the coastal boroughs. 


Mitigation Measures 


Supporting Habitat 


4.22 In respect of functionally linked land, which provides supporting habitat 


to the species of the Solent and Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar 


site, the Appeal Scheme makes provision for mitigation centred around 


provision of a Bird Conservation Area (BCA). For the absence of doubt, 


the location of the proposed BCA (which includes all ‘blue land’ as well 


as undeveloped land in the east of the red line area) is shown in 


Appendix E. 


4.23 The approach to mitigation has been developed with reference to 


guidance published by the Solent Waders and Brent Goose Strategy 


Steering Group.11 Commensurate with the outline nature of the Appeal 


Scheme, an Outline Proposal for the Bird Conservation Area has been 


                                                
9 Solent Bird Aware, December 2017. Solent Recreation Mitigation Strategy. 
10 Liley D & Tyldesley D, 2013. Solent Disturbance & Mitigation Project Phase III Towards an 


Avoidance and Mitigation Strategy. Paragraphs 7.28 – 7.30 
11 Solent Waders and Brent Goose Strategy Steering Group, October 2018. Solent Waders and 


Brent Goose Strategy Guidance on Mitigation and Off-setting Requirements. Final Report. 
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prepared (EcoSupport, October 2019; Appendix F), led by the following 


key design principles: 


 The maintenance of clear sight and flight lines 


 Minimisation of human disturbance (i.e. the BCA will not have a 


dual function as public open space) 


 Provision of short grassland and seasonal wetland areas for bird 


feeding and roosting 


 To ensure continued ecological functionality, capital works on 


the BCA will be completed prior to commencement of the 


residential development 


4.24 It is intended that the submitted Outline Proposal provide an initial vision 


of the BCA, with further refinement and detail of both capital works and 


future management to be agreed with Fareham Borough Council and 


the future managing agent at the Reserved Matters planning stage. The 


Outline Proposal identifies that capital works will be the responsibility of 


the applicant, who will additionally provide funding via a commuted 


sum to an appropriate management organisation, for a management 


term of 80 years. 


4.25 The Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust (HIWWT) has been 


approached as a suitable management organisation, and have 


provided written confirmation that, subject to finalising the contractual 


arrangements, the Trust would be willing to take on ownership and 


subsequent management of the BCA, and that this has been approved 


by the Trust’s Board of Trustees. The HIWWT has also provided indicative 


costings for management. Please refer to written communication from 


John Durnell of HIWWT, dated 10/02/2020, provided as an extract within 


Appendix F. 


4.26 As set out in the Outline Proposal, it is envisaged that a legal agreement 


would be put in place to enable ‘step in rights’ for Fareham Borough 


Council, in the unlikely event that the management organisation were 


not considered to be implementing the agreed management correctly. 


4.27 In respect of the Outline Proposal for the BCA, the Hampshire County 


Council Senior Ecologist commented as follows at the application 


stage:12 


“I agree that the fundamentals are acceptable which is provision of 


wetland features, continued management to ensure a short sward of 


grass and restricting public access to ensure no public disturbance of 


the overwintering birds. However, as the area to be retained and 


                                                
12 Hampshire County Council, 19 November 2019. Comments submitted by Maral Miri CEnv 


MCIEEM, Senior Ecologist, in respect of planning application P/19/1193/OA (Land East of 


Posbrook Lane, Titchfield). 
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enhanced for brent geese and waders is already classed as a ‘Primary 


Support Area’, it would be required to assess if the proposed 


enhancement measures are adequate to compensate for the loss of 


the Primary Support Area in the north-west. Therefore, it is considered 


necessary to consult Natural England. Once Natural England’s approval 


for the proposed Bird Conservation Area is received, the LPA would be 


in a position to undertake an Appropriate Assessment to assess the likely 


significant effects of the proposed works on the Solent and 


Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar site.” 


4.28 Subsequent to this, a Natural England Sustainable Development Advisor 


commented as follows:13 


“The BCA Addendum confirms that the area devoted to the Bird 


Conservation Area (BCA)…will not be physically severed by any fencing 


or access infrastructure associated with the attenuation pond. Natural 


England welcomes the confirmation that the Hampshire and Isle of 


Wight Wildlife Trust (HIWWT) are willing to take on ownership and 


management of the site in perpetuity. It is advised that 


recommendations and advice made in our previous response (letter 


dated 7th January 2020) regarding the management and 


enhancements for the site, including an agreement for ‘step in rights’, 


for Fareham Borough Council, are incorporated into the arrangement 


with the HIWWT. 


Provided this arrangement is appropriately secured in perpetuity with 


any granting of permission, Natural England considers the continued 


ecological function of site F48B is maintained and would have no further 


concerns over this aspect of the proposals.” 


Recreational Pressure 


4.29 Further to the above cited research into the effects of visitor pressures 


associated with urban development within the recreational catchments 


of the coastal SPA and Ramsar sites, a strategic approach to mitigation 


has been universally adopted by the affected local planning authorities, 


including Fareham Borough Council. This is centred around the 


collection of financial contributions from developers to fund the 


following interventions:14 


 Establishment of a team of rangers 


 Communications, marketing and education initiatives 


 Initiatives to encourage responsible dog walking 


                                                
13 Natural England, 27 February 2020. Comments submitted by Becky Aziz ACIEEM, Sustainable 


Development Lead Advisor, in respect of planning application P/19/1193/OA (Land East of 


Posbrook Lane, Titchfield). 
14 Solent Bird Aware, December 2017. Solent Recreation Mitigation Strategy. 
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 Codes of conduct 


 New/enhanced strategic greenspaces 


 Site-specific visitor management and bird refuge projects 


 Monitoring 


4.30 The above interventions are fully costed under the 2017 Solent 


Recreation Mitigation Strategy, with tariffs revised each April in line with 


the Retail Prices Index. From 01 April 2020 financial contributions 


applicable to all new residential development are as follows:15 


 1 bedroom property £356 


 2 bedroom property £514 


 3 bedroom property £671 


 4 bedroom property £789 


 5 bedroom property £927 


 Flat Rate £595 (where the number of bedrooms isn’t known) 


4.31 The Appellants will make the applicable financial contribution in 


accordance with the above tariff, thereby securing effective mitigation 


for the potential increase in recreational pressure. 


Residual Effects on Site Integrity 


4.32 With implementation of the proposed measures intended to avoid or 


reduce adverse effects, i.e. establishment of the proposed Bird 


Conservation Area and the funding of strategic mitigation for 


recreational pressures, it can be concluded that the Appeal Scheme will 


have no adverse effect on the integrity of the Solent and Southampton 


Water SPA and Ramsar site, Solent Maritime SAC or Portsmouth Harbour 


SPA and Ramsar site. 


4.33 These measures may readily be secured through appropriate legal 


mechanisms as part of a planning permission, therefore the Appeal 


Scheme may be allowed without conflict with the provisions of 


Regulation 63 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 


2017 (as amended). 


 


  


 
  


                                                
15 https://solent.birdaware.org/article/28101/Developer-contributions 
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Site Location 
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definitive at this stage.
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Appendix B 
 


Legislation and Planning Context 


  







  


 


European Sites 


All SACs and SPAs collectively form part of a European suite of sites known as 


Natura 2000 sites, and are afforded strict protection from the potentially 


damaging effects of urban development.  


Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the ‘Conservation of Natural Habitats and of 


Wild Fauna and Flora’, commonly referred to as the ‘Habitats Directive’, was 


adopted in 1992. This Directive is the means by which the European Union 


meets its obligations under the Bern Convention (1992) on the Conservation of 


European Wildlife and Natural Habitats. Under Article 2 of the Directive, 


Member States must take appropriate steps to avoid, in the case of SACs, the 


deterioration of natural habitats and the habitats of species, as well as 


disturbance of the species for which the areas have been designated, in so far 


as such disturbance could be significant in relation to the objectives of the 


Directive. The Natura 2000 network also includes Special Protection Areas 


(SPAs) classified under Article 4 of Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the 


conservation of wild birds (the ‘Birds Directive’). 


Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive states that any plan or project likely to have 


a significant effect on a European site, either individually or in combination with 


other plans or projects, shall be subject to an appropriate assessment of its 


implications for the site in view of the site's conservation objectives. In the light 


of the conclusions of this assessment, the competent national authorities shall 


agree to the plan or project only after having ascertained that it will not 


adversely affect the integrity of the site concerned. 


In England and Wales, the Habitats Directive has been transposed into 


domestic legislation through the Conservation of Habitats and Species 


Regulations 2017 (as amended). These Regulations are widely referred to as 


the ‘Habitat Regulations’. Regulation 63 of these Regulations sets out the 


assessment provisions. Specifically, Regulation 63(1) states that, "A competent 


authority, before deciding to undertake, or give any consent, permission or 


other authorisation for, a plan or project which (a) is likely to have a significant 


effect on a European site or a European offshore marine site (either alone or in 


combination with other plans or projects), and (b) is not directly connected 


with or necessary to the management of that site, must make an appropriate 


assessment of the implications of the plan or project for that site in view of that 


site’s conservation objectives.” This assessment process is commonly referred to 


as ‘Habitats Regulations Assessment’ (HRA). 


Notable case law 


Many important aspects of the Habitats Directive and how HRA is completed 


have been established through case law. A non-exhaustive summary of some 


of some key judgements is provided below: 







  


 


In Relation to HRA Screening 


Waddenzee (ECJ Case C-127/02; 07.09.04.) 


This case considered when Appropriate Assessment might be triggered and 


concluded that it is required where there is a, “probability or risk,” of significant 


effects, and that, “such a risk exists if it cannot be excluded on the basis of 


objective information that the plan or project will not have significant effects 


on the site concerned.” The ruling clarifies that, “in case of doubt as to the 


absence of significant effects such an assessment must be carried out.” 


The ruling further states that, “in assessing the potential effects of a plan or 


project, their significance must be established in the light, inter alia, of the 


characteristics and species environmental conditions of the site concerned by 


that plan or project.” As such, when assessing potential effects the current 


condition of the features for designation of a European site must be 


considered. Such information may be provided within, amongst other sources, 


published Condition Assessments of component Sites of Special Scientific 


Interest (SSSI’s) and Site Improvement Plans (SIPs). 


Boggis v Natural England (EWCA Civ 1061; 20.10.09.) 


This case built upon guidance for the correct interpretation of what constitutes 


a ‘likely’ significant effect from that provided in Waddenzee. It was ruled that, 


“Notwithstanding the word ‘likely’...the precondition before there can be a 


requirement to carry out an appropriate assessment is not that significant 


effects are probable, a risk is sufficient...” however this must be, “real, rather 


than a hypothetical, risk…” 


People over Wind (CJEU Case C-323/17, 12.04.2018) 


The recent ‘People Over Wind’ ruling determined whether mitigation measures 


may be considered when determining if a an effect is ‘likely’ and therefore 


whether it should be ‘screened-in’ for further assessment within the HRA process 


(i.e. be subject to Appropriate Assessment). Previously it has been established 


(R (Hart DC) v SSCLG; known as the ‘Dilly Lane’ decision) that any measures 


introduced to avoid or mitigate effects on a European sites could be 


considered in the initial screening stage. However, in the People Over Wind 


case the CJEU ruled that that such measures not be considered during HRA 


screening.  


Paragraph 40: “…in order to determine whether it is necessary to carry out, 


subsequently, an appropriate assessment of the implications, for a site 


concerned, of a plan or project, it is not appropriate, at the screening stage, 


to take account of the measures intended to avoid or reduce the harmful 


effects of the plan or project on that site.” 


In Relation to Appropriate Assessment 


Waddenzee (ECJ Case C-127/02; 07.09.04) 


Paragraph 59 of the ruling provides guidance on confidence thresholds in 


Appropriate Assessment, stating that, “An appropriate assessment of the 







  


 


implications for the site concerned of the plan or project implies that prior to its 


approval, all the aspects of the plan or project which can…affect the site’s 


conservation objectives must be identified in the light of the best scientific 


knowledge in the field. The competent national authorities, taking account of 


the conclusions of the appropriate assessment of the implications of [a project] 


for the site concerned, in light of the site’s conservation objectives, are to 


authorise such activity only if they have made certain that it will not adversely 


affect the integrity of that site. That is the case where no reasonable scientific 


doubt remains as to the absence of such effects.” 


National Policy 


The term ‘European site’ is widely used in reference to the network of SAC and 


SPA Natura 2000 sites. The National Planning Policy Framework establishes that 


sites designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance 


especially as Waterfowl Habitat (Ramsar Convention, 1971), or ‘Ramsar sites’, 


as well as ‘potential SPAs’ and ‘possible SACs’, should be given the same 


protection as European sites. 


At paragraph 177, the Framework establishes that the presumption in favour of 


sustainable development (also known as the ‘tilted balance’ in planning) does 


not apply where the plan or project is likely to have a significant effect on a 


European site, unless an appropriate assessment has concluded that the plan 


or project will not adversely affect the integrity of the European site. 


Local Policy 


The adopted Local Plan Part 2 sets out development management policies 


relevant to HRA in Fareham Borough. These are shown in Table C.1 below. 


Table B.1 Summary of relevant local planning policies 


Policy Provisions 


Policy DSP14: 


Supporting Sites for 


Brent Geese and 


Waders 


Development on ‘uncertain’ sites for Brent Geese and/or Waders 


(as identified on the Policies Map or as updated or superseded by 


any revised plans, strategies or data) may be permitted where 


studies have been completed that clearly demonstrate that the site 


is not of ‘importance’. 


Development on ’important’ sites for Brent Geese and/or Waders, 


(as identified on the Policies Map or as updated or superseded by 


any revised plans, strategies or data) may be granted planning 


permission where: 


i. it can be demonstrated that there is no adverse impact on those 


sites; or 


ii. appropriate avoidance and/or mitigation measures to address 


the identified impacts, and a programme for the implementation of 


these measures, can be secured. 


Where an adverse impact on an ‘important’ site cannot be 


avoided or satisfactorily mitigated, an Appropriate Assessment will 


be required to determine whether or not the proposed 


development would have an adverse effect on the integrity of the 


Special Protection Areas supporting sites. Where an adverse effect 







  


 


on the integrity of a Solent Special Protection Area cannot be 


mitigated, planning permission is likely to be refused. 


Policy DSP15: 


Recreational 


Disturbance on the 


Solent Special 


Protection Areas (SPA) 


In Combination Effects on SPA: 


Planning permission for proposals resulting in a net increase in 


residential units may be permitted where ‘in combination’ effects of 


recreation on the Special Protection Areas are satisfactorily 


mitigated through the provision of a financial contribution that is 


consistent with the approach being taken through the Solent 


Recreation Mitigation Strategy. In the absence of a financial 


contribution toward mitigation, an Appropriate Assessment will be 


required to demonstrate that any ‘in combination’ negative effects 


can either be avoided or satisfactorily mitigated through a 


developer provided package of measures. 


 


Direct Effects on Special Protection Areas: 


Any application for development that is of a scale, or in a location, 


such that it is likely to have a direct effect on a European-


designated site, will be required to undergo an individual 


Appropriate Assessment. This may result in the need for additional 


site-specific avoidance and/or mitigation measures to be 


maintained in perpetuity. Where proposals will result in an adverse 


effect on the integrity of any Special Protection Areas, planning 


permission will be refused. 


 


 


  







  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Appendix C 
 


European Site Characteristics 







  


 


Table C.1. Site Characteristics of: Solent and Southampton Water SPA 


Distance and 


direction from Site 


c. 550m south 


Size 5401.12ha 


Grid reference SZ 452 975 


Component SSSIs Brading Marshes to St. Helen's Ledges SSSI 


Eling and Bury Marshes SSSI 


Hurst Castle and Lymington River Estuary SSSI 


Hythe to Calshot Marshes SSSI 


King's Quay Shore SSSI 


Lee-on-The Solent to Itchen Estuary SSSI 


Lincegrove and Hackett's Marshes SSSI 


Lower Test Valley SSSI 


Lymington River Reedbeds SSSI 


Medina Estuary SSSI 


Newtown Harbour SSSI 


North Solent SSSI 


River Test SSSI 


Ryde Sands and Wootton Creek SSSI 


Sowley Pond SSSI 


The New Forest SSSI 


Thorness Bay SSSI 


Titchfield Haven SSSI 


Upper Hamble Estuary and Woods SSSI 


Whitecliff Bay and Bembridge Ledges SSSI 


Yar Estuary SSSI 







  


 


Qualifying features  Branta bernicla bernicla; Dark-bellied brent goose (Non-breeding) 


 Anas crecca; Eurasian teal (Non-breeding) 


 Charadrius hiaticula; Ringed plover (Non-breeding) 


 Limosa limosa islandica; Black-tailed godwit (Non-breeding) 


 Larus melanocephalus; Mediterranean gull (Breeding) 


 Sterna sandvicensis; Sandwich tern (Breeding) 


 Sterna dougallii; Roseate tern (Breeding) 


 Sterna hirundo; Common tern (Breeding) 


 Sterna albifrons; Little tern (Breeding) 


 Waterbird assemblage 


Published 


Conservation 


Objectives 


Ensure that the integrity of the site is maintained or restored as appropriate, and ensure that the 


site contributes to achieving the aims of the Wild Birds Directive, by maintaining or restoring; 


 The extent and distribution of the habitats of the qualifying features 


 The structure and function of the habitats of the qualifying features 


 The supporting processes on which the habitats of the qualifying features rely 


 The population of each of the qualifying features, and, 


 The distribution of the qualifying features within the site. 


Known 


vulnerabilities 


The following threats which could result from nearby development have been identified within the Site Improvement 


Plan (SIP) for the Solent16, which deals with the Solent and Southampton Water SPA, Solent Maritime SAC and 


Portsmouth Harbour SPA, as well as the Chichester and Langstone Harbours SPA: 


 Public access/disturbance 


 Water pollution 


 Changes in species distributions 


 Invasive species 


 Direct land take from development 


                                                
16 Natural England. (2014). Site Improvement Plan: Solent. Available at: http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/4692013588938752 







  


 


 Air pollution (atmospheric nitrogen deposition) 


 Hydrological changes 


 


Relevant threats and pressures, each ranked as high, identified on the Standard Data Form for the SPA include: 


 Pollution to groundwater (point sources and diffuse sources) 


 Changes in abiotic conditions 


 Changes in biotic conditions 


 Outdoor sports and leisure activities, recreational activities 


 


In addition, published advice from Natural England based on recent research evidence has highlighted uncertainties 


concerning the impact of new development on nutrient loading in the water environment, principally through 


increases in foul water discharges, and the effect on the qualifying features of coastal Solent sites. 


 


Table C.2. Site Characteristics of: Solent and Southampton Water Ramsar site 


Distance and 


direction from Site 


c. 550m south 


Size 5415ha 


Grid reference SZ 454 977 


Component SSSIs Brading Marshes to St. Helen's Ledges SSSI 


Eling and Bury Marshes SSSI 


Gilkicker Lagoon SSSI 


Hurst Castle and Lymington River Estuary SSSI 


Hythe to Calshot Marshes SSSI 


King's Quay Shore SSSI 


Lee-on-The Solent to Itchen Estuary SSSI 







  


 


Lincegrove and Hackett's Marshes SSSI 


Lower Test Valley SSSI 


Lymington River Reedbeds SSSI 


Lymington River SSSI 


Medina Estuary SSSI 


Newtown Harbour SSSI 


North Solent SSSI 


River Test SSSI 


Ryde Sands and Wootton Creek SSSI 


Sowley Pond SSSI 


The New Forest SSSI 


Thorness Bay SSSI 


Titchfield Haven SSSI 


Upper Hamble Estuary and Woods SSSI 


Whitecliff Bay and Bembridge Ledges SSSI 


Yar Estuary SSSI 


Qualifying features The Solent and Southampton Water Ramsar site qualifies under the following Ramsar criteria:  


 Ramsar Criterion 1: The site is one of the few major sheltered channels between a substantial island and 


mainland in European waters, exhibiting an unusual strong double tidal flow and has long periods of slack 


water at high and low tide. It includes many wetland habitats characteristic of the biogeographic region: 


saline lagoons, saltmarshes, estuaries, intertidal flats, shallow coastal waters, grazing marshes, reedbeds, 


coastal woodland and rocky boulder reefs.  


 Ramsar Criterion 2: The site supports an important assemblage of rare plants and invertebrates. At least 33 


British Red Data Book invertebrates and at least eight British Red Data Book plants are represented on site. 


Ramsar Criterion 5: A mean peak count of waterfowl for the 5 year period of 1998/99 – 2002/2003 of 51,343  







  


 


 Ramsar Criterion 6: The site regularly supports more than 1% of the individuals in a population for the following 


species: Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula, Dark-bellied Brent Goose Branta bernicla bernicla, Eurasian Teal 


Anas crecca and Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa islandica. 


Published 


Conservation 


Objectives 


No specific conservation objectives are published in respect of Ramsar sites. For the purposes of assessment, the 


objectives of this site are taken to mirror those as set out in Table C.1., given the overlap of spatial area and special 


interest features. 


Known 


vulnerabilities 


No relevant threats or pressures are specifically listed on the Ramsar Information Sheet (RIS) for this designation, 


although discursive is devoted to the extent of recreation and tourism. For the purposes of assessment, the 


vulnerabilities of this site are taken to mirror those as set out in Table C.1., given the overlap of spatial area and 


special interest features. 


 


Table C.3. Site Characteristics of: Solent and Dorset Coast pSPA (marine component) 


Distance and direction from Site c. 2.7km south 


Size 87,531.75ha 


Grid reference N/A 


Component SSSIs Numerous 


Qualifying features  Common tern (Sterna hirundo), Breeding 


 Little tern (Sternula albifrons), Breeding 


 Sandwich tern (Sterna sandvicensis), Breeding 


Published Conservation Objectives Ensure that the integrity of the site is maintained or restored as appropriate, and ensure that the 


site contributes to achieving the aims of the Wild Birds Directive, by maintaining or restoring; 


 The extent and distribution of the habitats of the qualifying features 


 The structure and function of the habitats of the qualifying features 


 The supporting processes on which the habitats of the qualifying features rely 


 The population of each of the qualifying features, and, 
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The distribution of the qualifying features within the site. 


Known vulnerabilities Off-shore activities, such as marine aggregate dredging and maintenance dredging disposal. 


 


Table C.4. Site Characteristics of: Solent Maritime SAC 


Distance and 


direction from Site 


c. 3.4km west 


Size 11243.12ha 


Grid reference SZ 610 994 


Component SSSIs Bouldnor and Hamstead Cliffs SSSI 


Chichester Harbour SSSI 


Eling and Bury Marshes SSSI 


Hurst Castle and Lymington River Estuary SSSI 


Hythe to Calshot Marshes SSSI 


King's Quay Shore SSSI 


Langstone Harbour SSSI 


Lee-on-The Solent to Itchen Estuary SSSI 


Lincegrove and Hackett's Marshes SSSI 


Lower Test Valley SSSI 


Medina Estuary SSSI 


Newtown Harbour SSSI 


North Solent SSSI 


Thorness Bay SSSI 


Upper Hamble Estuary and Woods SSSI 


Yar Estuary SSSI 







  


 


Qualifying features The Solent encompasses a major estuarine system with four coastal plan estuaries. Spartina swards (Spartinion 


maritimae), the only site where smooth cord-grass Spartina alterniflors is found in the UK and one of only two sites 


where significant amounts of S. maritima are found. The Solent contains the second-largest aggregation of Atlantic 


salt meadows in the south and south-west England. 


Other qualifying features present, but not primary reasons for selection of the site include: Sand banks which are 


slightly covered by sea water all the time, mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide, coastal 


lagoons, annual vegetation of drift lines, perennial vegetation of stony banks, Salicornia and other annuals colonising 


mud and sand and shifting dunes long the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria (white dunes). The Annex II species 


Desmoulin's whorl snail Vertigo moulinsiana is also present. 


Published 


Conservation 


Objectives 


Ensure that the integrity of the site is maintained or restored as appropriate, and ensure that the site contributes to 


achieving the Favourable Conservation Status of its Qualifying Features, by maintaining or restoring;  


 The extent and distribution of qualifying natural habitats and habitats of qualifying species  


 The structure and function (including typical species) of qualifying natural habitats  


 The structure and function of the habitats of qualifying species  


 The supporting processes on which qualifying natural habitats and the habitats of qualifying species rely  


 The populations of qualifying species, and,  


 The distribution of qualifying species within the site. 


Known 


vulnerabilities 


See Table C.1 for threats identified in the Site Improvement Plan for the Solent, and potential implications of nutrient 


loading. 


 







  


 


Table C.5. Site Characteristics of: Portsmouth Harbour SPA 


Distance and direction 


from Site 


c. 3.9km east 


Size 1249.6ha 


Grid reference SU 616 035 


Component SSSIs Portsmouth Harbour SSSI 


Qualifying features  Dark-bellied brent goose, Branta bernicla bernicla (Non-breeding) 


 Red-breasted merganser Mergus serrator (Non-breeding) 


 Dunlin Calidris alpina alpina (Non-breeding) 


 Black-tailed godwit Limosa limosa islandica (Non-breeding) 


Published 


Conservation 


Objectives 


Ensure that the integrity of the site is maintained or restored as appropriate, and ensure that the site contributes to 


achieving the aims of the Wild Birds Directive, by maintaining or restoring;  


 The extent and distribution of the habitats of the qualifying features  


 The structure and function of the habitats of the qualifying features  


 The supporting processes on which the habitats of the qualifying features rely  


 The population of each of the qualifying features, and,  


 The distribution of the qualifying features within the site. 


Known vulnerabilities See Table C.1 for threats identified in the Site Improvement Plan for the Solent. 


 


Relevant threats and pressures, each ranked as high, identified on the Standard Data Form for the SPA include: 


 Pollution to groundwater (point sources and diffuse sources) 


 Changes in abiotic conditions 


 Changes in biotic conditions 


 Outdoor sports and leisure activities, recreational activities 


 







  


 


Also as described in Table C.1, published advice from Natural England has highlighted uncertainties concerning 


the impact of new development on nutrient loading in the water environment through increases in foul water 


discharges. 


 


Table C.6. Site Characteristics of: Portsmouth Harbour Ramsar site 


Distance and 


direction from Site 


c. 3.9km east 


Size 1248ha 


Grid reference SU 617 034 


Component SSSIs Portsmouth Harbour SSSI 


Qualifying features The mudflats support large beds of eelgrass Zostera angustifolia and Z. noltii and large numbers of phytoplankton. 


The saltmarshes contain Spartina with a sea couch Elymus pycnanthus zone above the high water mark. The channel 


is a nursery for sea bass Dicentrarchus labrax. The estuary regularly supports an internationally important wintering 


population of Branta bernicla bernicla. In the five winter period 1986/87-1990/91, an average peak count of over 


2,290 birds was recorded. The area also supports nationally important numbers of the following species (figures given 


are average peak counts for the five year winter period between 1986/87 - 1990/91): Calidris alpina (8,010), Limosa 


limosa (70) and Mergus serrator (100). (Criteria 2b,3c). 


Published 


Conservation 


Objectives 


No specific conservation objectives are published in respect of Ramsar sites. For the purposes of assessment, the 


objectives of this site are taken to mirror those as set out in Table C.5., given the overlap of spatial area and special 


interest features. 


Known 


vulnerabilities 


No relevant threats or pressures are specifically listed on the Ramsar Information Sheet (RIS) for this designation, 


although discursive is devoted to the extent of recreation and tourism. For the purposes of assessment, the 


vulnerabilities of this site are taken to mirror those as set out in Table C.5., given the overlap of spatial area and 


special interest features. 







  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Appendix D 
 


Nitrogen Budget  







Nitrogen Budget Calculation


Date:


Stage 1


Step 1


Step 2


Step 3


Step 4


Stage 2


Step 1


Step 2


Step 3


91,792.8


Total Nitrogen discharged by WwTW (kg per day) 0.0918


Calculate nitrogen load from current land usage


Total Nitrogen load from current land usage (kg per year) 162.9


Total Nitrogen discharged by WwTW (kg per year)


0.00


0.00


0.00


0.00


Check to help ensure that sum total of land uses in Step 2 equals site area in Step 1


Total area of development site


Enter the total area of the development site (hectares) 12.53


Identify current land uses of the development site


Enter area currently used for urban development (hectares) 0.00


12.5


Enter area currently used for poultry farming (hectares)


0.00


0.00


2.40


136.80


110


15,048


Peel Common


Calculate wastewater volume generated by the development


Enter the number of units proposed


Net population increase per housing unit


Total net population increase generated by the development


Water use in litres per person per day


Total wastewater volume generated by the development (litres per day)


Wastewater treatment works' permit limit (mg per litre)


Total Nitrogen discharged by WwTW (mg per day)


Wastewater treatment works' discharge level (mg per litre) 8.1


Enter area currently used for mixed farming (hectares)


Additional Information:
The below calculation has been made as part of a shadow HRA appropriate assessment exercise in respect of the above appeal scheme, and will form an 


appendix to document CSA/4084/03. The spatial areas cited below relate to the 'red' and 'blue line' areas of the Appeal site, with the former being the 


developable area and the later representing the footprint of the proposed open space and Bird Conservation Area.


03 August 2020


Planning Application Reference No.


Site Name:


APP/A1720/W/20/3254389


Land east of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield


Calculate additional population


Confirm receiving WwTW and permit limit


9.0


33.5


Calculate total nitrogen in kg per year discharged by the WwTW


Deduct acceptable Nitrogen loading in wastewater (mg per litre) 6.1


Calculate total Nitrogen in kg per year derived from the development that would exit the


Calculate existing (pre-development) nitrogen from current land use of the development site 


Wastewater Treatment Works (WwTW) into Solent catchments after treatment


Select the wastewater treatment works the development will connect to


57


Enter area currently used for open space / greenfield (hectares)


Enter area currently used for woodland (hectares)


Enter area currently used for community food growing / catchment average (hectares)


Enter area currently used for cereals  (hectares)


Enter area currently used for dairy (hectares)


Enter area currently used for general cropping (hectares)


Enter area currently used for horticulture (hectares)


Enter area currently used for pig farming (hectares)


Enter area currently used for lowland grazing (hectares)


0.00


0.00


12.53


0.00


0.00







Nitrogen Budget Calculation


Stage 3


Step 1


Step 2


Stage 4


Step 1


Step 2


Step 3


Step 4


Development will be Nitrogen neutral - no mitigation will be required


-72.06


Identify proposed land uses of the development site


Total Nitrogen budget for the proposed development (kg per year) -38.6


Precautionary Nitrogen buffer (kg per year) 0.00


Identify Nitrogen load from wastewater (Stage 1)


Nitrogen leaving wastewater treatment works (kg per year) 33.50


Calculate net change in Nitrogen load from land use changes


Total Nitrogen load from future land use (kg per year)


12.53


Calculate total Nitrogen budget for the development site


Nitrogen budget for the site (kg per year) -38.56


Calculate precautionary buffer if Nitrogen budget exceeds zero


Enter the total urban area to be created (hectares) 3.03


Calculate the net change in Nitrogen load from the proposed development


Calculate total Nitrogen load from proposed land uses


Total Nitrogen load from future land uses (kg per year) 90.83


Check to help ensure that sum total of proposed land uses equals site area in Stage 2


Calculate nitrogen load for the non-built land uses proposed for the development site 


0.00


Enter the total designated open space / SANG area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total nature reserve area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total woodland area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total community orchard area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total community food growing / allotment area to be created (hectares)


9.50


0.00


0.00


0.00







  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Appendix E 
 


Bird Conservation Area Spatial Plan 
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Outline Proposal for Bird Conservation Area 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Brief 
Ecosupport Ltd was commissioned by Foreman Homes to prepare an outline proposal for the 
creation of a dedicated Bird Conservation Area (BCA) within a part of the land east of Posbrook Lane, 
Titchfield site.  This proposal is being submitted at request of Hampshire County Council with the 
intention to provide an area that will be created (and with future on-going management) endeavour 
to provide suitable habitats to attract and benefit wintering bird species associated with the nearby 
Solent & Southampton Water Special Protected Area (SPA) and Titchfield Haven National Nature 
Reserve (NNR).  
 
1.2 Location 
The site comprises of a parcel of land located immediately east of Posbrook Lane, PO14 4JD (centred 
on OS grid reference SU537 051) (Fig 1). The west of the site is bounded by Posbrook Lane, the north 
of residential houses, the east by horse pasture and the Meon River and the south by arable fields. 
The wider environ is semi-rural with the site residing to the south of Titchfield village. 


Figure 1. Redline location plan of the site with the BCA area within the blueline.   


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
1.3 Proposals  
The proposals entail an outline application for the erection of up to 57 dwellings, together with 
associated parking, landscaping and access from Posbrook Lane.  
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1.4 Current Land Usage  
The site encompasses a pastoral field that has been subject to continued informal grazing by horses. 
This grazing maintains a reasonably short grassland habitat across the site.  The grassland itself is 
reasonably species poor with limited patchy scrub dispersed within the central and south-east, likely 
remnants of previous intact hedgerows.  The area subject to the proposed creation of a BCA (Fig 2) is 
situated in close proximity to several designated areas of conservation value in particular; Titchfield 
Canal, Posbrook Meadows, Titchfield Haven NNR and Solent & Southampton Water (SPA). In 
addition, an identified wader roost is present within 0.1 Kilometres to the south at Great Posbrook 
Farm and Hollom Farm Meadows are also located in near proximity to the east. 


The proposed Bird Conservation Area measures approximately 5.79ha.  The land is subject to a 
gradual shallow fall from the west descending eastwards towards the Meon River. At the central 
eastern boundary alongside Titchfield canal lies a main badger sett. 


 


Figure 2. Redline / blueline plan showing the extent of the areas proposed for development, POS and the BCA.  
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1.5 Consultation  
As part of the work for the previous application on site (refused under P/17/0681/OA), this 
document was written in line with a consultation response received from Rachel Jones of Natural 
England. Given the BCA design is being retained as agreed for the previous application, this 
consultation response has been reproduced below in Fig 3.   


Figure 3. Extract from Natural England’s letter request dated 13th October 2017 for further information. 


 


2.0 RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND POLICY 
2.1 Relevant Legislation 
The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (known as the ‘Habitats Regulations’) 
(HMSO, 2010), pass two EEC Directives into UK law. The Regulations protect sites and species 
deemed to be of conservation importance across Europe. The most relevant parts of the Regulations 
to development related activities are: 


 
• The protection of Special Protection Areas (SPAs) and Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) 
• The protection of species listed within Schedule 2 of the Regulations, which prohibits killing, 


injury, disturbance, damage and/or destruction of breeding sites and/or resting places and 
sale, this confers some level of habitat protection. 


 
2.2 National Planning Policy  
The development would seek to comply with relevant Planning Policy, at a local, regional and 
national level.  
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Planning Policy Statement 9 (PPS9) was superseded by the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF 2019). The NPPF states that the planning system should contribute to and enhance the 
natural and local environment by: 


• Recognising the wider benefits of ecosystem services. 
• Minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity where 


possible, contributing to the Government’s commitment to halt the overall decline in 
biodiversity, including by establishing coherent ecological networks that are more 
resilient to current and future pressures. 


• The conservation of International and National statutorily designated sites. 
• Protection of ancient woodland and veteran trees. 
• The creation, protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity 


and green infrastructure. 
• The preservation, restoration and recreation of priority habitats and ecological 


networks. 
• The recovery of priority species populations. 


2.3 Local Planning Policy  
Policy CS4 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan (GI and Geological Conservation) includes a 
requirement to protect habitats important to the biodiversity of the Borough, including statutory 
(such as SPAs) and non-statutory (such as Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation SINCs) 
designated sites. It also states that: 


‘Where possible, particularly within identified Biodiversity Opportunity Areas, sites will be enhanced 
to contribute to the objectives and targets set out in the UK, Regional, County and Local Biodiversity 
Actions Plans’.  


There is also a requirement to provide GI as part of future development proposals stating: 


’GI will be created and safeguarded through: 


• Investing in appropriate management, enhancement and restoration, and the creation of 
new resources including parks, woodland and trees and wildlife habitats; 


• Not permitting development that compromises its integrity and therefore that of the overall 
GI framework’. 


It also details that mitigation to prevent adverse effects on sensitive European sites in and around 
the Borough will be implemented in conjunction with other local authorities. This mitigation will 
include provision of alternative recreational space and developer contributions where appropriate. It 
states: 


‘Development likely to have an individual or cumulative adverse impact will not be permitted unless 
the necessary mitigation measures have been secured’.  


Additional relevant local policies (DSP13 and DSP15) are provided within the Local Plan Part 2: 
Development Sites and Policies (FBC, 2014). 


‘Policy DSP:13 Nature Conservation 
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Development may be permitted where it can demonstrate that; 


i) designated sites and sites of nature conservation value are protected and where appropriate 
enhanced; 


ii) protected, priority and target species populations and their associated habitats, breeding areas, 
foraging areas and protected and where appropriate, enhanced; 


iii) where appropriate, opportunities to provide a net gain in biodiversity have been explored and 
biodiversity enhancements incorporated; and 


iv) The proposal would not prejudice or result in the fragmentation of the biodiversity network. 


Proposals resulting in detrimental impacts to the above shall only be granted where the planning 
authority is satisfied that; 


i) Impacts are outweighed by the need for, and benefits of the development; and 


ii) Adverse impacts can be minimised, and provision is made for mitigation and, where necessary, 
compensation for those impacts.  


Enhancements that contribute to the habitat restoration targets (and population strengthening), set 
out in the HBAP will be supported. 


‘Policy DSP15: Recreational Disturbance on the Solent Special Protection Areas  


Planning permission for proposals resulting in a net increase in residential units may be permitted 
where ‘in combination’ effects of recreation on the Solent Coastal Special Protection Areas are 
satisfactorily mitigated through the provision of a financial contribution. 


 In the absence of a financial contribution toward mitigation, an Appropriate Assessment may be 
required to demonstrate that any ‘in combination’ negative effects can be avoided or can be 
satisfactorily mitigated through a developer provided package of measures.  


Any application for development that is of a scale, or in a location, such that it is likely to have a 
direct effect on a European-designated site, will be required to undergo an individual Habitats 
Regulations Assessment. This may result in the need for additional site-specific avoidance and/or 
mitigation measures to be maintained in perpetuity. Where proposals will result in an adverse effect 
on the integrity of any Solent Special Protection Areas, planning permission will be refused.’ 
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3.0 BASELINE  
3.1 Proximity of Designated Sites 
Table 1 below outlines the proximity of the statutory designated sites relative to the development 
site of relevance to this document.  


Table 1. Nearby statutory designated sites of relevance to this report.  


Site Name 
Conservation 


Status 
Distance 
from Site 


Qualify Criteria / Features 


Solent and 
Southampton 
Water 


SPA 0.7km 
southeast 


The site qualifies for breeding populations of Common 
Tern (Sterna hirundo), Little Tern (Sterna albifronsi), 
Mediterranean Gull (Larus melanocephalus), Roseate Tern 
(Sterna dougallii), Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis); 
and Overwintering Black-tailed godwit (Limosa limosa 
islandica), Dark-bellied Brent Goose (Branta bernicla 
bernicla), Ringed Plover (Charadrius hiaticula), Eurasian 
Teal (Anas crecca) and an internationally important 
overwintering waterfowl assemblage.  
 


Ramsar 0.7 km 
southeast 


The site comprises estuaries and adjacent coastal habitats 
including intertidal flats, saline lagoons, shingle beaches, 
saltmarsh, reedbeds, damp woodland, and grazing marsh. 
Supporting an important assemblage of rare plants and 
invertebrates with at least 33 British Red Data Book 
invertebrates and at least eight British Red Data Book 
plants. Species to qualify the site for Ramsar status include 
migratory Ringed Plover, overwintering Dark-bellied Brent 
Goose, Eurasian Teal, and Black-tailed Godwit, as well as 
overwintering waterfowl assemblage.  
 


Titchfield 
Haven   


SSSI / NNR 0.5 km 
south east 


Titchfield Haven was formerly the estuary of the River 
Meon, which receives most of its water from the chalk. 
Tidal water is excluded by one-way tidal valves and the 
former estuary is an extensive fresh marsh, the river being 
flanked successively by large reed Phragmites australis 
beds and wet, unimproved meadows dissected by 
drainage ditches and further diversified by pools, ‘flashes’ 
and patches of fen. In addition, extensive ‘scrapes’ have 
been constructed. The area is an important resort for 
surface-feeding duck, with winter populations of 2,000 
wigeon Anas penelope, 1,500 teal Anas crecca, and smaller 
numbers of other surface feeding ducks. It possesses a rich 
wetland breeding bird community including bearded 
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reedlings Panurus biarmicus and large populations of reed 
warblers Acrocephalus scirpaceus and sedge warblers 
Acrocephalus schoenobaenus. 
 


 
 


3.2 Solent Waders & Brent Goose Strategy  
The site is currently listed as being a Primary Support Area within the most update to Solent Wader 
and Brent Goose Strategy (SW&BGS)1 (Fig 2). Full details of the species recorded on site are not 
provided however the HBIC data lists the following information for the F48B parcel: max count 82, 
SPA score 3 and number of records 15. This information is used to create a score for the site which 
informs it’s subsequent classification (further information available via 
https://solentwbgs.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/swbgs-2019-interim-report-year-two-dw.pdf). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
1 https://solentwbgs.wordpress.com/page-2/ (accessed 28/10/2019)  
 



https://solentwbgs.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/swbgs-2019-interim-report-year-two-dw.pdf

https://solentwbgs.wordpress.com/page-2/
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Figure 2. The site (F48B) outlined in white with the entirety covered by a PSA designation under the SW&BGS.  
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4.0 BIRD CONSERVATION AREA OPPORTUNITY 
The SW&BGS (2018) outlines the following information for mitigation and offsetting requirements 
where impacts to a PSA will result from a proposed development. These factors have been 
addressed as far as is practicable within the following sections / chapters of this report: 


 
The Primary Support Areas are land that, when in suitable management, make an important 
contribution to the function of the Solent waders and brent goose ecological network. However, it is 
generally considered that, where on-site avoidance or mitigation measures are unable to manage 
impacts, there may be opportunities for the loss or damage to these areas to be off-set by the 
provision of new sites to ensure a long-term protection and enhancement of the wider wader and 
brent goose ecological network.  
 
The options for off-setting impacts on Primary Support Areas will be considered on a case-by-case 
basis and will be subject to ensuring the continued ecological function of the wader and brent goose 
sites is maintained and enhanced i.e. ensuring that there are significant net benefits to the wader 
and brent goose ecological network through the creation and on-going management of replacement 
(off-setting) sites. This may be a site identified within the Strategy provided there is sufficient scope 
for enhancing and securing its function within the wader and brent goose ecological network, or a 
site that if brought into appropriate condition has the potential for future use.  
 


There will be a requirement for the off-setting area to fulfil the same special contribution and 
particular function of the areas lost or damaged for the same species of birds. The appropriateness of 
any off-setting areas in respect of fulfilling the required ecological function will be judged against the 
following criteria, ranked in order of importance:  
 
A. Habitat Type – the proposed off setting site must support habitats, or be suitable for recreating 
habitats that provide the same, or enhanced, ecological function as those that are to be lost or 
damaged.  
 
B. Disturbance – the ecological function of an off-setting site is likely to be seriously undermined if 
subject to regular disturbance from recreational use and unmanaged public access. The 
appropriateness of the location of the off-setting site and the proposed measures to prevent indirect 
effects will need to be fully assessed.  
 
C. Area of habitat – where the replacement habitat would be of equal ecological quality the area 
required should be of a similar extent to the site being lost or damaged. There may be situations 
however, where a greater area is required when habitat created may be of poorer quality to that lost 
or damaged, or there is a high level of risk involved. Similarly, if significant ecological enhancements 
are possible that increase the carrying capacity of the replacement site above that of the Primary 
Support Area affected then a smaller area of replacement habitat might be acceptable. This might 
include the partial loss of a Primary Support Area providing the remainder can be made significantly 
improved in habitat quality with long term management so as to provide for a greater capacity for 
the target species than the original site. In all such cases the test will be to ensure the replacement 
habitats provide a clear and permanent net gain for the target species.  
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D. Timing and availability of habitat – operational at the time it is required. Essentially, ‘in time’ to 
offset the adverse effects which are being addressed, with evidence to show it is functioning and 
readily available to SPA birds prior to any loss or damage to the original site.  
 
E. Geographic location – for ecological reasons of structure and function it is considered appropriate 
for the off-setting habitat to be provided as close to the original site as practicable.  
The solution should also be capable of being:  
F. Validated in respect of achieving its ecological function / purpose; and  
 
G. Monitored for effectiveness; and  
 
H. Adapted to adjust to unfolding circumstances in future management; and  
 
I. Resilient in the face of predictable future pressures such as natural population fluctuations and 
climate change.  
 
20. The land will need to be restored to a suitable condition and managed specifically for the waders 
and / or geese, ideally as a nature reserve owned or leased by LPA or NGO partner (or similar stable 
management body such as Land Trust) in perpetuity.  
 
21. The management of the land must be set out in an agreed costed management and monitoring 
plan and sufficient funds provided to the agreed manager of the site to cover full costs in perpetuity. 
The preferred approach to secure long term funding for all off-setting areas is to provide an 
endowment whereby the interest is used for on-going management. This approach secures long term 
funds in perpetuity.  
 
22. Given the difficulty of 1) justifying the need for a scheme and 2) providing the appropriate level of 
mitigation up front (ie making the off-setting area available prior to the loss or damage to the 
original site), it is the preferred approach that acceptable schemes affecting Primary Support Areas 
should come forward through the local plan process. This will ensure an early assessment of viable 
off-setting areas and consider how the necessary management can be secured and delivered upfront. 
A local planning authority could adopt a habitat banking approach to release potential sites provided 
that the above criteria can be met.  
 
23. Joint working between the LPA, Steering Group and applicant is advised in all cases. However, it is 
ultimately the applicant’s responsibility to identify and secure viable replacement sites for the loss of 
any non-designated wader and brent goose sites.  


4.1 Opportunity  
Currently the proposed conservation area includes positive environmental elements that are 
associated with areas known to be used by SPA bird species. No significant bird usage of the site was 
identified by the ECOSA surveys during the Winter of 2015-2016. Further results however have come 
to light in respect of survey work that has been carried out by the Solent Wader & Brent Goose 
Strategy and additional surveys by ECOSA over the Winter of 2016/17 which recorded a peak count 
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of 31 (ECOSA) and 82 Black-tailed Godwit foraging on site. It is understood that this usage of the site 
by a species for which the SPA is designated qualifies the entire site as a ‘Primary Support Site’ to the 
SPA.  


Although, the site is in close proximity to a known wader roost, Titchfield Haven National Nature 
Reserve and the SPA, the geographical location inland from the Solent, lack of open water or 
wetland features and with some irregular human disturbance likely influences the areas limited 
current reported usage by SPA birds.   


The site does however include existing factors that could be contributory towards attracting 
waterfowl. The short grassland and open aspect of the area would potentially likely attract geese 
and other waterfowl. However, the site lacks key elements and factors as mentioned above and 
most predominantly of those being that there are no wetland or water bodies of any type that 
feature on the site.  


Notwithstanding the above, inclusion of constructed features, adaptations and mitigation measures 
would contribute to an increased likelihood and potential usage by at least some of the bird species 
for which the SPA is designated as well as attracting bird usage by a number of other species 
associated with wetland and less disturbed environs.  


Essentially areas that regularly attract waders and wildfowl include features and environs such as 
wetland features, have clear flight and sight lines and have reduced risk of human disturbance.   


4.2 Limitations, Investigation & Planning 
To enable increased potential for the site to attract waders and wildfowl associated with the SPA 
various habitat features and mitigation measures will need to be implemented. However, the sites 
current topography and hydrological conditions could likely provide hurdles or limitations as to the 
practicality of being able to implement the most desirable wetland creation scheme.  Hydrological 
and soil conditions will also determine the design of any wetland features in terms of how and 
where water will be sourced to feed these features.  


A clear vision for the site needs to be understood by all stakeholders from the outset, but this 
cannot be clearly provided until an understanding of the limitations and particularly in terms of the 
practicality and volume of area available for the construction of wetland features is able to be 
established.  


To provide an attractive and adequate area that has the optimum potential to be useful for SPA 
birds, thorough investigation will need to be carried out of soil and hydrological conditions. This can 
then inform a clear vision to implementing the most effective outcome possible and provide the 
most desirable environment opportunities for SPA birds. It is important that all stakeholders will be 
able to agree an appropriate design informed by investigative surveys that will lead to an 
appropriate wetland creation scheme.  
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5.0 BIRD CONSERVATION AREA NECESSARY FACTORS & DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction 
As previously mentioned certain favourable factors need to be taken into consideration and included 
within any dedicated SPA Bird Conservation Area that will enable the optimum likelihood of 
attracting waders and wildfowl species. These include: 


• Clear site & flight lines 
• Little or no human disturbances including dog walking disturbances 
• Seasonal wetland areas for bird feeding and roosting 
• Short grassland for bird grazing, roosting and feeding 


Two further factors are also key and need to be taken into consideration in relation to the Posbrook 
site; the known badger sett located on the eastern boundary and the potentially challenging 
topography. 


All the above elements will need to be considered within the design of the scheme.  Each factor if 
not optimally considered, located or designed could have negative influence in achieving the desired 
vision for the area.  


5.1.1 Factors 


Clear Site & Flight Lines 
Currently the site has a reasonably open aspect although tree lines on the east, north and southern 
boundaries will need to be taken in to consideration when designing wetland and any waterbodies 
on site. Location of these wetland features cannot be restricted to being in such close proximity to 
tree lines that birds will not use them. If clear flight lines are unable to be maintained over the 
majority of the wetland areas this would undoubtedly reduce the bird usage. 
 
Human & Dog Walking Disturbance  
This could be considered easily remedied through the provision of appropriate fencing and signage 
however some walkers and dog walkers tend to be resilient in respect of continuing the status quo 
in terms of where they believe to have rights to walk. With this in mind features and mitigation 
measures will need to be included to lessen any likelihood of human disturbance. As well as 
including appropriate fencing, ditches and strategic planting will also be included to lessen any 
human disturbance. 
 
Seasonal Wetlands 
Soil, infiltration and hydrological surveys will ultimately determine the type and location of 
waterbodies that will be achievable within the finalised design of the scheme as well as water 
sources to feed the wetland areas. Investigative surveys will determine any large-scale landscape 
engineering that will need to take place to enable optimum design and location of any wetland 
features.  
 
Short Grassland  
On-going management will be necessary to provide suitable grassland structure to allow for 
favourable roosting and feeding.  The easiest and most cost-effective solution being, an appropriate 
grazing regime being implemented on site.   
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5.2 Design 
Plan 1 shows design and layout incorporating elements of capital works associated with 
implementing the construction of the BCA. It is intended to be reasonably comprehensive however, 
dialogue with the identified organisation body that will ultimately take on future management of the 
BCA may require further additional elements to be included and /or favour alterations to provided 
prescription of Capital Works listed below and shown within Plan 1. 


5.3 Capital Works  
Bullet points below list and detail initial capital works that will be implemented partially prior to any 
residential development within the western area of the site commencing and during the build 
program for the new housing. 


5.3.1 Access Track 


A vehicular access track to enable maintenance, management, stock handling and recovery will be 
located at the southern boundary access gateway. This will incorporate a suitable vehicle trailer 
turning space.  
 
The constructed access roadway will be of a specification to include an inert recycled aggregate top 
layer. This will not consist of sharp stones, rubble or gravel as the top finished surface layer.  The 
track will measure 4 metres in width and be appropriately specified and constructed to be durable 
within the area located.  


5.3.2 Wetland Creation 


To enable favourable conditions to increase regular usage by SPA birds an area will be created to 
provide shallow water conditions.  This will favour both feeding and roosting opportunities for SPA 
birds including Black-tailed Godwits.   
 
This newly created wetland area will be gravity fed through the use of roof water from the new 
residential development to the west and secondarily through natural surface runoff.  Due to the 
topography of the site these wetland areas will be created using a cut and fill method to enable level 
shallow water bodies with the construction of embankments/dikes. These will require fine sediment 
soils for compaction to form into stable and impervious embankments. If necessary use of imported 
clays maybe required if soil conditions are not conducive i.e. are too impermeable for water to be 
held in this area. Proposed positioning and size of this shallow wetland is shown on Plan 1. The 
wetland area proposed will measure approximately 7,352m2.   
 


5.3.3 Defensive Boundary Hedgerow and Ditch 


As part of creating a safe and sheltered area for SPA birds lessening any risk of human disturbance 
will be a high priority.  One of the elements to achieving this will be to create a defensive hedgerow 
and planted ditch line on the western and southern boundaries.  Location of this hedging and ditch is 
shown on Plan 1.  N.B Specific Planting scheme for the ditch line will be dependent upon hydrological 
conditions. The hedge line will consist of at least 10 native species including climber species. i.e. 
Honeysuckle and Hop. 
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5.3.4 Signage & Educational Interpretation Boards 


‘Deep Water’ and ‘No Access’ signs will be necessary to be displayed along the defensive ditch 
system and as well at the BCA’s vehicular access gateway.  In addition, 2 interpretive boards will be 
erected to promote the BCA’s function and environmental benefits. Proposed locations for these are 
shown on Plan 1.  


5.3.5 Stock Fencing/Pen 


The entire site will be fenced to provide an instant stock proof barrier as shown on Plan 1 with the 
addition of a stock handling pen installed and located at the southern access track (Fig 4).  The site 
will also include a fence to allow for the site to be divided into 2 separate grazing compartments.  
 
Design of the fencing will be as such that it will enable both cattle and if required sheep grazing on 
site. Fig 3 provides image of suitable stock fencing type/specification to include stock netting and 2 
strand barbed wire. Image 6 shows an example double gated stock pen. 
 
 
Figure 3. Stock Fencing (Jackson & Son fencing). 
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Figure 4. Example of a stock handling pen.  


 
 


5.3.6 Pond Construction 


A single pond will be constructed in the north-eastern corner of the site as shown on Plan 1.  This 
will be designed and constructed to provide suitable breeding and foraging opportunities for 
amphibians and reptile species.  Design will be reflective of recommended advice and design 
concept detailed within the ‘Ponds for Amphibians & Reptiles’ published by Freshwater Habitats 
Trust in association with Amphibian Reptile Conservation (ARC) and Amphibian Reptile Groups UK. 
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6.0 COSTED MANAGEMENT PLAN 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides detail of associated costs for the on-going management of the BCA after all 
Capital Works as outlined in the previous chapter have been completed as part of the pre-
commencement of the construction of the residential housing and hand over of the BCA to a 
suitable management company, NGO or local authority.  These initial Capital Works will be carried 
out by and supplied by the developer and their relevant sub-contractors. 


All on going costs are provided in good faith and have been calculated with a practical sense in terms 
of providing maintenance for all elements in relation to the implemented Capital Works and on-
going management of the BCA.  
 
An online UK future inflation calculator was used to predict costs of labour and materials based on 
an increase of annual rates of 1.5% for wage/labour and 2.5% material over the last 10 years. The 
costs are relevant to an understanding that costs will be required for an 80-year period. 
 
6.2 Associated on Going Management Costs 


 6.2.1 Access Track (Half tray with geotextile) 


Access track maintenance is predicted to be required in years 2040 and 2060.  A 20 % cost of the 
original cost has been allowed for both maintenance stages inclusive of relevant inflation rates. 
Costs are based on an original access track being no more than 200 metres in length and 4 metres in 
width and to include a turning an area. 
 
2040  2060 
£5,646  £9,252 
 


6.2.2 Wetland Area & Pond De-silting 


Over time the created wetland features will require maintenance in respect of de-silting 
maintenance and potentially unwanted vegetation removal. Costs have allowed for two 5-day 
periods during years 2030 and 2060 for de-silting operations inclusive of 24 tonne 360-degree 
excavator and two 6 tonne dumpers inclusive of labour to implement these operations if required.  
 
2030  2060 
£6,616  £13,879 
 


6.2.3 Stock Fencing  


Due to the use of recycled plastic posts and the longevity of these posts, replacement of the posts 
will not be required however 10% material replacement will be allowed for at time of initial erection 
of the stock fencing and provided to the future BCA management organisation.  Two replacement 
rewires have been accounted for in years 2040 and 2060 predicted costs of which are shown below: 
 
2040  2060 
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£4,948  £10,351 
 


6.2.4 Access Gateway & Stock Pen 


The Capital Works will include the erection of recycled plastic access gateway/stock pen and 
associated posts and fixings. Due to the longevity of the materials no replacement of the gateway 
materials will be required. However, 20% of the original cost of the materials will be provided to 
account for un-associated material maintenance that maybe required.  
 
10% of associated original cost £3,000 
 


6.2.5 Defensive Boundary Fencing 


A 10% allocation of the initial Capital Works cost for this element has been provided as a 
maintenance cost along with a cost for the entire fence to be replaced in year 2055.  
 
Maintenance Budget  2055 
£1,489    £38,069 
 


6.2.6 Signage & Interpretation Panels  


Three replacements of signage and interpretation boards have been provided within the costs below. 
Two interpretation boards and 20 warning Signs have been allocated.  
 
Interpretation Panels x 2 replaced twice   2040   2060 


£2,117  £3,469 
 
Warning Signage x 20 replaced twice  2040  2060 
     £168  £275 
 


6.2.7 Grazing  


It is proposed that a local conservation grazing herd be employed to provide an appropriate grazing 
regime on site to provide suitable short grass management over the majority of the site. Costs in 
relation to this are difficult to forecast. An arbitrary figure of £20,000 has been provided with 
consideration that the organisation that will take on the BCA will need to be consulted before any 
confirmation of costs are verified. 
 


6.2.8 Boundary and Reptile Receptor Area Scrub Clearance  


To enable reduction and control of scrub along the boundary and within the reptile receptor area of 
the BCA costs have been provided on an 8-yearly basis for a 4-man crew for 2 days with appropriate 
machinery to carry out such works. Appropriate grazing will also be employed at a suitable time of 
year within the reptile receptor area. 
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2024 2032 2040 2048 2056 2064 2072 2080 
£2,139 £2,606 £3,176 £3,870 £4,715 £5,745 £7,000 £8,528 
 


6.2.9 Staffing Costs 


General staffing of overseeing the site, bird monitoring and associated administration costs are 
preliminarily proposed as requiring 1 day per week for the first 12 months adjusting to half day per 
week thereafter.  At a salary rate of 25K per annum the costs are outlined below: 
 
2018-2019  2020-2100 
£5,408  £377,636 
 
Table 2. Calculated on-going management costs  


N.b Material Costs are subject to Vat. Costs 2020-2100  


Access track £14,898 


Wetland De-silting  £20,495 


Stock Fencing £15,299 


Access gateway Stock Pen  £3,000 


Defensive Boundary  £39,558 


Signage/Interpretation £6,029 


Grazing £20,000 


Scrub Clearance £37,779 


Staffing Costs £383,044 


Total £540,102 
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7.0 FUTURE RESPONSIBILITY  
7.1 Pre-construction 2018-2019 
All capital works associated with the BCA will be the responsibility of the applicant Foreman Homes. 
Construction of the BCA will commence at the earliest opportunity to enable the BCA’s 
infrastructure to be in place prior to first occupation of the housing development. At this time 
monitoring of the works will be encouraged by the future responsible organization for the BCA to 
provide agreement to contractual works.  All capital works will be overseen by an experienced 
ecologist and land manager.  
 
7.2 Appropriate Future BCA Management Organization 
An appropriate organization will be identified for the BCA to be handed over to. The on-going 
management funds will enable the entrusted organization to deliver on-going maintenance of the 
BCA along with and where necessary replacement of infrastructure over the next 80 years.  
 
In addition, the future management organization will be responsible for monitoring the success of 
the newly created bird conservation area in respect of its success in attracting and its usage by SPA 
bird species.  
 
7.3 ‘Step in Rights’ 
If an agreement with an appropriate organization body were not possible or if during the term of the 
on-going 80-year management the managing organization were not considered to be acting or 
managing the site appropriately or for other reasons for which Fareham Borough Council considered 
it inappropriate for the managing organization to continue responsibility for the BCA. Requirements 
will be put in place to enable legal ‘step in rights’ for Fareham Borough Council to take over the 
running and responsibility for the BCA. 
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8.0 DISCUSSION 
This outline plan is intended to offer an initial vision of a proposal that will enable a gain in providing 
wetland habitat. Capital works and on-going management will be deliverable through the proposed 
housing development that will clearly benefit biodiversity and with the intention of providing 
suitable habitats valuable for SPA bird species. 


It is important that stakeholders are consulted throughout the process and that the Bird 
Conservation Area once capital works are completed is handed over to an appropriate organisation 
or authority that are provided with appropriate resources to continue the on-going management in 
perpetuity.  


It is recommended that if the planning application were to be granted that a condition is included 
within the planning that requires an update to this report to further refine the design and 
management strategy once stakeholders are consulted further and investigative surveys carried out 
to enable an achievable design scheme to be implemented. 
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Foreman Homes 
Unit 1 Station Road Industrial Park 
Duncan Road 
Park Gate 
Hampshire 
SO31 1BX 


 
 
 
 
 
Bird Conservation Area Addendum to Address Natural England Comments  
 
Background 
This addendum outlines discussion had to date between ourselves, Natural England and the 
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust in order to address comments received on 7th 
January 2020 in relation planning application number P/19/1193/OA (land east of Posbrook 
Lane, Titchfield).  


Issues 


The first point in the NE response requiring further clarification related to the discrepancy 
between the area shown for use as the BCA and the redline location plan that accompanied 
the application.  An email to address this point was sent to Rachel Jones at NE on the 13th   
January 2020 during which the following was outlined: 
 
‘Following your recent comments on this application I just wanted to clarify the issue 
with the redline as that seems to be the main point requiring further information on the 
BCA.’ 
 
The redline location plan as shown below (Fig 1) has been indicated that way as this allows 
for the creation of an attenuation pond and sewer connection into the canal. The attenuation 
pond is located within the BCA (which I assume won't be an issue) and the sewer connection 
will be buried. From my understanding, the redline needed to be shown like this to allow for 
these features to be included although in actuality, they will have no real effect on the 
function of the BCA or provide any form of severance once it is operational. My estimate also 
makes the size of the BCA at 6.49 ha and I think the discrepancy with what was in the D&AS 
has come from the inclusion of the area shown as POS as well (although this isn't in the 
BCA1


 
). ‘ 


 
 
                                                 
1 It is my understanding that the correct BCA size has now been provided within the D&AS 
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Figure 1. The redline location of the site indicating what appears to be a severance through the BCA 
(although this is only shown for drainage purposes and will not result in the BCA having any 
permissible rights of way through it).  


 


The second point related to some minor alterations to recommendations within the BCA 
report and then (more importantly) the proposal for the BCA to be handed over to an 
appropriate organisation to manage in perpetuity.  Under the previous application for the 
site this was recommended as being the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust and 
following re-consultation with them, they have indicated this will still be the case (see Figs 2 
and 3 below which are screen shots from email correspondence with John Durnell at 
H&IWWT). As alluded 2 in Fig 2 (the first email), an updated detailed breakdown of the costs 
could not be provided in line with the timescales to get information re-submitted to FBC and 
therefore the BCA will be updated when this information is available (during which times the 
updates to address some technical points made by NE will also be undertaken).  
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the email correspondence from John Durnell at the H&IWWT outlining what 
the reivsued costs will be to take over ownership and management of the BCA in perpetuity. This 
provides 2 figures as there were concerns rasied as to whether grazing will affect the Nitrogen budget 
of the site although it is understood that the type of grazing that would be employed will be Nitrogen 
neutral.  


 


Figure 3. Confirmation from the H&IWWT that they will still be willing to take on the BCA.  
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Should you have any further queries please don’t hesitate to get in touch  


 
Adam Jessop BSc (Hons) MSc 
 
Director 
 
Office: 01329 832 841 
 
www.ecosupport.co.uk  



http://www.ecosupport.co.uk/�
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 


 The following Shadow Habitats Regulations Assessment (sHRA) has been prepared by FPCR 


Environment and Design Ltd and commissioned by Foreman Homes Ltd, to guide the Planning 


Inspector and Fareham Borough Council, in the assessment of potential recreational impacts on 


the New Forest European Protected sites, from a proposed development on Land to the east of 


Posbrook Lane, Titchfield, Hampshire (P/19/1193/OA). 


 An outline planning application was submitted to Fareham Borough Council in November 2019 in 


respect of the Appeal Site, seeking permission for the erection of up to 57 dwellings, together with 


associated parking, landscaping and access from Posbrook Lane (P/19/1193/OA). 


 The Officer’s Report to Committee (dated 24 June 2020) recommended refusal of the outline 


application. At the time of writing there was no objection to the application from the Council’s 


Ecologist, and no objection from Natural England (the Statutory Nature Conservation Board in 


England) subject to the “Bird Conservation Area being appropriately secured and any positive 


nutrient budget being mitigated.” The application was refused for a number of reasons by Fareham 


Borough Council, including ecological, based on the following assessments (referenced as per the 


refusal document); 


e) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal fails to appropriately secure 


mitigation of the likely adverse effects on the integrity of European Protected Sites which, in 


combination with other developments, would arise due to the impacts of recreational disturbance;  


f) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal fails to appropriately secure 


mitigation of the likely adverse effects on the integrity of European Protected Sites which would 


arise as a result of the loss of part of a Primary Support Area for Brent geese and waders;  


g) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal fails to appropriately secure 


mitigation of the likely 8 adverse effects on the integrity of European Protected Sites which, in 


combination with other developments, would arise due to the additional generation of nutrients 


entering the water environment; This document specifically deals with points A and C, whilst point 


B is not relevant to this sHRA and is dealt with as part of an update Ecological Impact Assessment 


and Environmental Statement to be submitted as part of the appeals process. 


 All three of these reasons for refusal have been assessed and mitigated by means of separate 


documents, which include a shadow Habitats Regulations assessment (sHRA) (CSA 


Environmental, 20201), which details a Bird Conservation Area specification to mitigate for the loss 


of a Solent Wader and Brent Goose Strategy site and mitigation payments to Solent Bird Aware 


scheme for recreational disturbance. This document is a supplementary addendum to that sHRA 


and only deals with potential impacts on the New Forest protected sites from increased recreational 


disturbance. 


 Natural England have not raised any objections to the proposals relating to increased recreational 


disturbance on the New Forest protected sites, however, due to other projects being assessed in 


the Fareham Borough since summer 2021, a sHRA for the Posbrook Lane site was deemed 


appropriate. 


 
1 CSA Environmental (2020) Shadow Habitats Regulations Assessment, Land East of Posbrook Lane. CSA/4084/03. 
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 The intention of this sHRA is to provide Planning Inspector, as the “Competent Authority” under 


the Habitats Regulations, the required information to either a) conduct their own HRA as is their 


legal obligation, or b) adopt this document as the official HRA. 


Proposals and Site Context 


 Foreman Homes Ltd submitted an outline application for up to 57 dwellings, associated parking 


and landscaping and a means of access from Posbrook Lane. This application was refused and is 


now at appeal. The land is currently pasture used for lowland grazing and is adjacent to the Solent 


& Southampton Water Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar sites and a number of other 


statutory protected sites are present within 10 kilometres. The New Forest Special Area of 


Conservation (SAC), SPA and Ramsar sites are approximately 9.9km from the site boundary at 


their nearest point in a straight line, however due to the geography of the Solent area, it is a 33km 


journey by road to the closest feature of the protected sites at Copythorne (Barrow Hill Rd, 


Copythorne, Southampton, SO40 2PH). 


 A portion of the site has been identified as a Primary Support Area for dark-bellied brent geese 


(Branta bernicla bernicla) under the criteria of the Solent Waders and Brent Goose Strategy2 (2020) 


and is labelled as parcel F48b (F relating to the Fareham area of strategy sites).  


Consultation 


 Natural England were last consulted in early 2020 and responded in February 2020. No Objections 


were raised in relation to the New Forest Protected sites at this stage. 


 Following discussions between the appellant and Fareham Borough LPA in Autumn 2021, the 


issue of other proposed developments within the Borough being considered to have an increased 


recreational impact on the New Forest Protected sites was raised. It was agreed that screening for 


likely significant effects through HRA was appropriate.   


Natura 2000 Sites Considered 


 Only the New Forest protected sites are considered in this assessment and are listed below: 


Table 1: New Forest Natura 2000 sites  


Site Name Site Reference Proximity to Site 
(approximate closest point) 


New Forest Ramsar UK11047 9.9km south west 


New Forest SAC UK0012557 9.9km south west 


New Forest SPA UK9011031 9.9km south west 


 


 


 


 


 
2 Whitfield, D (2020) Solent Waders and Brent Goose Strategy, Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust. Curdridge. 
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The HRA process 


 The HRA process has developed into a four-stage process summarised as follows: 


• Stage One: Screening - also known as the Test of Likely Significant Effect (TOLSE). If the 


Competent Authority cannot screen out a likely significant effect, an Appropriate Assessment is 


required. 


• Stage Two: Appropriate Assessment - the Competent Authority will only agree to plans or 


projects that will not affect the integrity of a European site also known as the “Integrity Test”.  


• Stage Three: Alternative Solutions - assesses any alternative solutions of a potentially 


damaging plan or project that failed the Integrity Test, and if it is determined there are no 


alternative solutions, the project cannot be agreed to and it will either need to be changed or 


refused.  


• Stage Four: The final stage may allow a plan or project to proceed if after failing stage three if 


it is for Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest, and only if suitable compensatory 


measures are secured.  


 A note on the people Over Wind Judgement in relation to the HRA process is provided in Appendix 


A Section 1.17 to 1.20. 


 This report identifies and considers ecological pathways between the Site and the Natura 2000 


sites within the zone of influence selected. Each was screened with a TOLSE for alone effects, and 


then the effect in-combination with other plans or projects was considered. Where there are any 


ecological pathways that could not be screened without mitigation alone or in-combination, a stage 


2 Appropriate Assessment would be included in this HRA. 
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2.0 STAGE 1: TEST OF LIKELY SIGNIFICANT EFFECT (SCREENING) 


Section 1: New Forest SAC, SPA and Ramsar qualifying features, threats and 


pressures and condition assessments 


Qualifying features 


 The closest boundary of the protected sites is found approximately 9.9km south west from the 


appeal site. A detailed description of each protected sites qualifying features can be found in 


Footprint Ecology’s recreation impacts and mitigation approaches report3 from 2020. A summary 


from that report is shown below for reference; 


“The New Forest is one of the largest tracts of semi natural vegetation in the country, and as such 


is one of our most important wildlife sites. The area hosts three international wildlife site 


designations and is closely located to other international wildlife sites such as the Solent and 


Southampton Water.  


The New Forest is classified as an SPA for its breeding and overwintering bird species of European 


importance, in accordance with the European Birds Directive. The designation relates to 


internationally significant breeding populations of Dartford Warbler Sylvia undata, Nightjar 


Caprimulgus europaeus, Woodlark Lullula arborea, Honey Buzzard Pernis apivorus, Hobby Falco 


subbuteo and Wood Warbler Phylloscopus sibilatrix and over-wintering Hen Harrier Circus 


cyaneus.  


The New Forest is also designated as an SAC for its habitats and non-avian species of European 


importance, in accordance with the European Habitats Directive. This designation reflects the 


unique mosaic of habitats across the New Forest, which includes eight Annex 1 heathland, 


grassland, woodland, wetland, bog and open water habitats, together with three Annex 2 species, 


Stag Beetle Lucanus cervus, and Southern Damselfly Coenagrion mercuriale, and Great Crested 


Newt Triturus cristatus.  


Also relevant is the New Forest’s listing as a Ramsar site, under the Ramsar Convention. This 


recognises the international importance of the site as a wetland, supporting wetland flora and fauna 


of international importance, and adding to the global network of Ramsar listed wetlands.” 


Conservation Objectives 


New Forest SAC 


 The conservation objectives are taken from the Natural England European Site Conservation 


Objectives site and those for the New Forest SAC are listed below. 


“With regard to the SAC and the natural habitats and/or species for which the site has been 


designated (the ‘Qualifying Features’ listed below), and subject to natural change; Ensure that the 


integrity of the site is maintained or restored as appropriate, and ensure that the site contributes to 


achieving the Favourable Conservation Status of its Qualifying Features, by maintaining or 


restoring;  


• The extent and distribution of qualifying natural habitats and habitats of qualifying species  


 
3 Lake, S., Liley, D. & Saunders, P. (2020). Recreation use of the New Forest SAC/SPA/Ramsar: Impacts of recreation 


and potential mitigation approaches. Footprint Ecology, Wareham, Dorset. 
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• The structure and function (including typical species) of qualifying natural habitats  


• The structure and function of the habitats of qualifying species  


• The supporting processes on which qualifying natural habitats and the habitats of qualifying 


species rely  


• The populations of qualifying species, and,  


• The distribution of qualifying species within the site.”  


New Forest SPA 


 The conservation objectives are taken from the Natural England European Site Conservation 


Objectives pages and those for the New Forest SPA are listed below. 


“With regard to the SPA and the individual species and/or assemblage of species for which the site 


has been classified (the ‘Qualifying Features’ listed below), and subject to natural change; Ensure 


that the integrity of the site is maintained or restored as appropriate, and ensure that the site 


contributes to achieving the aims of the Wild Birds Directive, by maintaining or restoring;  


• The extent and distribution of the habitats of the qualifying features  


• The structure and function of the habitats of the qualifying features  


• The supporting processes on which the habitats of the qualifying features rely  


• The population of each of the qualifying features, and,  


• The distribution of the qualifying features within the site.”  


New Forest Ramsar 


 Conservation objectives are not specified for Ramsar sites, however as this designation relates to 


important wetland features and the boundaries of the sites are identical, the SAC and SPA 


conservation objectives are relevant and should be applied. 


Threats and pressures 


 Site Improvement Plans (SIPs) were developed for each Natura 2000 site in England as part of the 


Improvement Programme for England's Natura 2000 sites (IPENS). Table 1 below shows the 


threats and pressures relating to recreation identified in the New Forest SAC and SPA joint 


improvement plan and identifies the measures to mitigate for these. 


Table 2: Threats and pressures: Cotswolds Beechwoods SAC Site Improvement Plan 2015 


Priority & Issue Measure 


Public access/disturbance Manage recreation to 


minimise disturbance to 


SPA birds and SAC 


habitats 


Vehicles Reduce and control 


damage by vehicles 
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SAC/SPA/Ramsar Qualifying Features Condition Assessment 


 Many of the New Forest SAC and SPA qualifying features, with the exception of some habitats are 


sensitive to recreational disturbance and increased recreational disturbance is likely to generate a 


significant effect on those features. This is particularly true of the qualifying bird species that breed 


and winter within the protected sites. Natural England only undertake condition assessments for 


Special Sites of Scientific Interest and whilst these occur within large areas of the European 


protected sites, they do not cover the same extent and cannot be considered alone for an 


assessment of the qualifying features condition. 


 Some of the SSSI units within the SAC designation areas show significant impacts from 


recreational disturbance, including Hollands Wood Campsite, Balmer Lawn and Hatchet Pond, as 


discussed in the Footprint Ecology recreational impacts report. In total 18 SSSI units within the 


SAC designation, record negative recreation impacts to their overall condition, however some 


remain in favourable condition. These SSSI units also include wetland habitats for which the 


Ramsar is designated and therefore, the condition assessments are relevant to the overall status 


of the Ramsar.  


 The qualifying features for which the SPA is designated are all declining bird species4 particularly 


sensitive to recreational disturbance. The Natural England Conservation Objectives document for 


the SPA summarises the recreational impacts on every qualifying species as follows; 


“The nature, scale, timing and duration of some human activities can result in the disturbance of 


birds at a level that may substantially affect their behaviour, and consequently affect the long-term 


viability of the population. Such disturbing effects can for example result in changes to feeding or 


roosting behaviour, increases in energy expenditure due to increased flight, abandonment of nest 


sites and desertion of supporting habitat (both within or outside the designated site boundary where 


appropriate). This may undermine successful nesting, rearing, feeding and/or roosting, and/or may 


reduce the availability of suitable habitat as birds are displaced and their distribution within the site 


contracts. Disturbance associated with human activity may take a variety of forms including noise, 


light, sound, vibration, trampling, and presence of people, animals and structures.” 


 A 2008 study by Footprint Ecology of recreational pressure in the New Forest specifically surveyed 


the qualifying bird species and found that all with the exception of Dartford warbler reacted or were 


impacted by recreational disturbance. Increased recreational disturbance is therefore likely to lead 


to further decline in these species and some will become absent at there current low populations 


within the New Forest.  


Section 2: Ecological Pathways and Screening Conclusion 


 The relevant ecological pathway in relation to all three New Forest protected sites is potential 


increased recreational pressure arising from the 57 homes proposed at the appeal site.  


 Footprint Ecology are the leading UK authority on carrying out surveys and designing mitigation 


recommendations, for the potential impacts of increased recreational pressure on European 


Protected Sites. In 2020, the New Forest National Park Authority commissioned them to undertake 


a study on the impacts of increased visitor numbers and recreational activity on the New Forest 


 
4 Eaton MA, Aebischer NJ, Brown AF, Hearn RD, Lock L, Musgrove AJ, Noble DG, Stroud DA and Gregory RD (2015) 


Birds of Conservation Concern 4: the population status of birds in the United Kingdom, Channel Islands and Isle of 
Man. British Birds 108, 708–746 
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SAC/SPA/Ramsar European Protected sites. This study included a very large visitor survey in the 


park itself and telephone study of the surrounding postcodes. 


 From this study, Footprint Ecology compiled a summary of the use of the protected sites, where 


visitors came from and the frequency of their visits and then made recommendations for mitigation 


and a Zone of Influence (ZOI) in which these mechanisms should be supplied. Similarly, to the 


nearby Solent protected sites, mitigation recommendations included financial contributions from 


new development through a metric based on occupancy rate, but also includes for adequate 


SANG’s provisions as part of developments where possible. 


 For the purposes of this summary, the relevant document is “Discussion and analysis relating to 


the New Forest SAC/SPA/Ramsar and a Zone of Influence for recreation” (Liley et al, 2020). The 


opening summary of that document reads as follows; 


“This report provides clarification and advice relating to an appropriate ‘zone of influence’ or 


‘catchment area’ within which visitors from new development are likely to have a significant impact 


on the New Forest Special Area of Conservation (SAC), Special Protection Area (SPA) and 


Ramsar designations. It has been commissioned by the New Forest National Park Authority, on 


behalf of a steering group made up of 6 local planning authorities and statutory agencies. The 


report draws on the findings of visitor surveys that Footprint Ecology conducted in 2018/19, which 


included interviews with visitors to the New Forest SAC/SPA/Ramsar. The zone of influence 


defines where additional housing growth would trigger likely significant effects on the New Forest 


SAC/SPA/Ramsar from recreation and as such where mitigation would be required.” 


 The recommended ZOI, based on the 75th percentile of all visitor origin points from that document 


is 13.8km in a straight line from the European Protected Sites external boundaries. In a straight 


line, this ZOI includes Boroughs and Authorities including Fareham, Gosport and the Isle of White, 


of which the appeal site is within. However, the Footprint ZOI study recommends the following for 


those areas; 


We recommend that the zone of influence should be modified to exclude the following local 


authorities: Fareham, Gosport and the Isle of Wight. This is to take into account the particular 


geographic barrier of Southampton Water and the Solent. 


We recommend that large developments just outside the zone of influence should be subject to 


HRA and that mitigation may be required. This could be either through the provision of very high 


quality local greenspace or a reduced per dwelling contribution to the strategic mitigation scheme. 


The need for mitigation should be assessed on a site by site basis and should potentially be 


relevant for any site of around 200 or more dwellings within 15km of the SAC/SPA/Ramsar 


boundary. 


 It should be noted that the two primary objectives of European Site strategic mitigation plans and 


policies such as this are to provide a mitigation plan based on objective scientific information that; 


1) fulfills the legal obligations under the Habitats Regulations to ensure no adverse effect on the 


integrity of the Habitats Site and; 2) provides a clear ZoI to remove ambiguity to aid decision makers 


in determining which plans or projects should be screened in or out on an Appropriate Assessment. 


It would be a failure of the mitigation strategy if either these objectives were not met. 


 As all but large residential developments of “around 200 or more dwellings” are excluded within 


Fareham Borough, the project under consideration falls outside the ZoI. It can therefore be 


screened out of an Appropriate Assessment based on the best available scientific information, and 
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it can be concluded there will be No Likely Significant Effect on the New Forest European Protected 


Sites from increased recreational pressure as a result of the proposals. 


Table 2:  Ecological Pathways and HRA Screening Conclusions for the New Forest Protected Sites 


Ecological 


Pathway 


Assessment / threshold applied Likely Significant Effect 


Recreational 


pressure 


Discussion and analysis relating to the New Forest 


SAC/SPA/Ramsar and a Zone of Influence for 


recreation” (Liley et al, 2020) 


 


Site falls within Fareham Borough and is for 57 


dwellings, below the 200-dwelling threshold for this 


area, therefore is outside the zone-of-influence.  


No effects alone or in 


combination. 


 


No further assessment 


required. 
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APPENDIX A: THE HABITATS REGULATIONS ASSESSMENT PROCESS AND 


LEGISLATION 


Legislative Background 


A1.1. The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 consolidate the Conservation of 


Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 with subsequent amendments. The Regulations transpose 


Council Directive (the Habitats Directive) 92/43/EEC, and EC Directive on Wild Birds (the Birds 


Directive) (Council Directive) 2009/147/EEC, into national UK law. The Regulations require the 


compilation and maintenance of a register of European sites that includes Special Areas of 


Conservation, as well as Special Protection Areas designated for birds and sites designated as 


internationally important wetlands under the Ramsar Convention known as “Ramsar Sites”. These 


three designations form a collective Europe wide network of internationally protected sites known 


as Natura 2000. 


The Habitats Directive 


A1.2. Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive requires an Appropriate Assessment of any plans that could 


affect a Natura 2000 site:  


“Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the 


site but likely to have a significant effect thereon, either individually or in combination with 


other plans or projects, shall be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for 


the site in view of the site’s conservation objectives. In the light of the conclusions of the 


assessment of the implications for the site and subject to the provisions of Paragraph 4, 


the competent national authorities shall agree to the plan or project only after having 


ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity of the site concerned and, if 


appropriate, after having obtained the opinion of the general public.” 


A1.3. Article 6(4) of the Habitats Directive discusses alternative solutions, the test of “imperative reasons 


of overriding public interest” (IROPI) and compensatory measures (transposed to Regulation 60): 


“If, in spite of a negative assessment of the implications for the site and in the absence of 


alternative solutions, a plan or project must nevertheless be carried out for imperative 


reasons of overriding public interest, including those of a social or economic nature, the 


Member State shall take all compensatory measures necessary to ensure that the overall 


coherence of Natura 2000 is protected. It shall inform the Commission of the compensatory 


measures adopted.” 


A1.4. A “likely significant effect” is defined as: “any effect that may reasonably be predicted...that may 


affect the conservation objectives of the features for which the site was designated, but excluding 


trivial or inconsequential effects.” 


A1.5. The “integrity of a site” is defined as: “the coherence of its ecological structure and function, across 


its whole area, that enables it to sustain the habitat, complex of habitats and / or the level of 


populations of the species for which it was classified.” 
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The Habitats Regulations 


A1.6. In relation to undertaking and consenting plans or projects, the due consideration of Natura 2000 


sites is outlined in regulation 61 of the Habitats Regulations, which has led to the HRA process, as 


follows. 


“61. 1) A competent authority, before deciding to undertake, or give any consent, 


permission or other authorisation for, a plan or project which - (a) is likely to have a 


significant effect on a European site or a European offshore marine site (either alone or in 


combination with other plans or projects), and (b) is not directly connected with or 


necessary to the management of that site, must make an appropriate assessment of the 


implications for that site in view of that site’s conservation objectives.  


(2) A person applying for any such consent, permission or other authorisation must provide 


such information as the competent authority may reasonably require for the purposes of 


the assessment or to enable them to determine whether an appropriate assessment is 


required.  


(3) The competent authority must for the purposes of the assessment consult the 


appropriate nature conservation body and have regard to any representations made by 


that body within such reasonable time as the authority specify.  


(4) They must also, if they consider it appropriate, take the opinion of the general public, 


and if they do so, they must take such steps for that purpose as they consider appropriate.  


(5) In the light of the conclusions of the assessment, and subject to regulation 62 


(considerations of overriding public interest), the competent authority may agree to the plan 


or project only after having ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity of the 


European site or the European offshore marine site (as the case may be).  


(6) In considering whether a plan or project will adversely affect the integrity of the site, the 


authority must have regard to the manner in which it is proposed to be carried out or to any 


conditions or restrictions subject to which they propose that the consent, permission or 


other authorisation should be given.” 


Habitats Regulations Assessment Process 


A1.7. The HRA process has developed into a four-stage process as follows: 


• Stage One: Screening - also known as the Test of Likely Significant Effect (TOLSE). If the 


Competent Authority cannot screen out a likely significant effect, an Appropriate 


Assessment is required. 


• Stage Two: Appropriate Assessment - the Competent Authority will only agree to plans or 


projects that will not affect the integrity of a European site also known as the “Integrity 


Test”.  


• Stage Three: Alternative Solutions - assesses any alternative solutions of a potentially 


damaging plan or project that failed the Integrity Test, and if it is determined there are no 


alternative solutions, the project cannot be agreed to and it will either need to be changed 


or refused.  
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• Stage Four: The final stage may allow a plan or project to proceed if after failing stage 


three if it is for Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest, and only if suitable 


compensatory measures are secured.  


Key Case law in relation to Test of Likely Significant Effect  


A1.8. The following are some relevant case law judgement quotes in relation to “likely Significant Effect” 


which are of relevance for a Stage 1 screening.  


A1.9. EC Case C-127/02 - Waddenvereniging and Vogelsbeschermingvereniging – the “Waddenzee 


Judgement” (paras 45, 47 and 48) – 7th September 2004: 


“…any plan or project … is to be subject to an appropriate assessment … if it cannot be excluded, 


on the basis of objective information, that it will have a significant effect on that site, either 


individually or in combination with other plans or projects.” 


“Where plan or project has an effect on that site but is not likely to undermine its conservation 


objectives, it cannot be considered likely to have a significant effect on that site.” 


“In assessing the potential effects of a plan or project, the significance must be established in the 


light, inter alia, of the characteristics and specific environmental conditions of the site concerned 


by that plan or project” 


A1.10. R (Hart District Council) v Secretary of State for the Communities and Local Government [2008] 


EWHC 1204 (Para 55 and 76) – 1st May 2008: 


“If the competent authority does not agree with the proponents' view as to the likely efficacy of the 


proposed mitigation measures, or is left in some doubt as to the efficacy, then it will require an 


appropriate assessment because it will not have been able to exclude the risk of a significant effect 


on the basis of objective information ...”  


“The competent authority is not considering the likely effect of some hypothetical project in the 


abstract. The exercise is a practical one which requires the competent authority to consider the 


likely effect of the particular project for which permission is being sought. If certain features …have 


been incorporated into that project, there is no sensible reason why those features should be 


ignored at the initial, screening, stage merely because they have been incorporated into the project 


in order to avoid, or mitigate, any likely effect....” 


A1.11. Boggis v Natural England [2009] EWCA Civ 1061 20th October 2009 (para 36 and 37) 


“Notwithstanding the word “likely” …is not that significant effects are probable, a risk is sufficient.” 


“…a claimant who alleges that there was a risk which should have been considered by the 


authorising authority so that it could decide whether that risk could be “excluded on the basis of 


objective information”, must produce credible evidence that there was a real, rather than a 


hypothetical, risk which should have been considered.” 


A1.12. Ec Case C-258-11 Reference for a preliminary Ruling, Opinion of Advocate General Sharpston 


‘Sweetman’ (Para 48) – 22nd November 2012: 


“The requirement that the effect in question be “significant” lays down a de minimis threshold. Plans 


or projects that have no appreciable effect on the site are thereby excluded. If all plans or projects 


capable of having any effect whatsoever on the site were to be caught by article 6(1), activities on 


or near the site would risk being impossible by reason of legislative overkill.” 
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A1.13. Bagmoor Wind Ltd v Scottish Ministers [2012] CSIH 93 7th December 2012 (para 45): 


“The requirement for objective information at the preliminary examination is not to be equated with 


a need for scientific knowledge. The Court only refers to "the best scientific knowledge" in the 


context of the appropriate assessment (para [61]). "Objective", in this context, means information 


based on clear verifiable fact rather than subjective opinion.” 


A1.14. R (on application of An Taisce) v SoS [2014] EWCA Civ 1111 1st August 2014 (paras 38 and 39) 


“The word “likely” …implies at least some degree of flexibility. There comes a point when the 


probability…of a significant effect is so remote that it ceases to be “likely”, however broad the 


concept of likelihood.” 


“The competent authority does not have to be satisfied that there is no risk, however remote…” 


Note of Functional Linkage 


A1.15. “Functional linkage” is a term that refers to the potential for habitat away from the designation 


boundaries of a Natura 2000 site, that is considered to have a “role” or “function” for a qualifying 


feature “beyond the boundary”. This is covered in the Guidance document on the strict protection 


of animal species of Community interest under Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC 2007. Paragraph 7 


sates: 


“Assessing and evaluating the conservation status of habitats and species within the Natura 2000 


network is therefore not always enough, especially when the occurrences of habitats or species 


are only partly covered by the network, maybe even in some cases only to a relatively small extent.” 


A1.16. A case law example of where the concept of Functionally Linked Land (FLL) has been applied was 


RSPB and others v SoS and London Ashford Airport Ltd [2014] EWHC 1523 16th May 2014 (para 


27): 


“There is no authority on the significance of the non-statutory status of the FLL. However, the fact 


that the FLL was not within a protected site does not mean that the effect which a deterioration in 


its quality or function could have on a protected site is to be ignored. The indirect effect was still 


protected. Although the question of its legal status was mooted, I am satisfied, as was the case at 


the Inquiry, that while no particular legal status attaches to FLL, the fact that land is functionally 


linked to protected land means that the indirectly adverse effects on a protected site, produced by 


effects on FLL, are scrutinised in the same legal framework just as are the direct effects of acts 


carried out on the protected site itself. That is the only sensible and purposive approach where a 


species or effect is not confined by a line on a map or boundary fence. This is particularly important 


where the boundaries of designated sites are drawn tightly as may be the UK practice.” 


 Paragraph 40 of The Holohan and others versus An Bord Pleanála C-461/17 [7th November 2018] 


judgement states “an ‘appropriate assessment’ must, on the one hand, catalogue the entirety of 


habitat types and species for which a site is protected, and, on the other, identify and examine both 


the implications of the proposed project for the species present on that site, and for which that site 


has not been listed, and the implications for habitat types and species to be found outside the 


boundaries of that site, provided that those implications are liable to affect the conservation 


objectives of the site.” i.e. the boundary for the AA may extend beyond the Natura 2000 site 


boundary.  
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Note on the Sweetman ruling “People over Wind” and definition of “mitigation” 


A1.17. The People Over Wind judgement (Peter Sweetman v Coillte Teoranta (C-323/17)), in April 2018, 


changed the way mitigation is viewed during the HRA Stage One screening i.e. the Test of Likely 


Significant Effect. The ruling was based on the view that allowing mitigation measures to be 


considered at the screening stage allows projects to avoid an Appropriate Assessment (Stage 


Two). The ruling stated: 


“Taking account of such measures at the screening stage would be liable to compromise the 


practical effect of the Habitats Directive in general, and the assessment stage in particular, as the 


latter stage would be deprived of its purpose and there would be a risk of circumvention of that 


stage, which constitutes, however, an essential safeguard provided for by the directive.” (paragraph 


37 of the judgment)” 


A1.18. This has made what constitutes “mitigation” directly in relation to the European site, and what is 


considered “integrated” into the scheme for other reasons, a question that carries some uncertainty. 


The PINS Note 05/2018 Consideration of avoidance and reduction measures in Habitats 


Regulations Assessment: People over Wind, Peter Sweetman v Coillte Teoranta provides some 


clarification as follows: 


“The implication of the CJEU judgment is that competent authorities cannot take account of any 


integrated or additional avoidance or reduction measures when considering at the HRA screening 


stage whether the plan or project is likely to have an adverse effect on a European Site.  


The screening stage must be undertaken on a precautionary basis without regard to any proposed 


integrated or additional avoidance or reduction measures. Where the likelihood of significant effects 


cannot be excluded, on the basis of objective information the competent authority must proceed to 


carry out an AA to establish whether the plan or project will affect the integrity of the European site, 


which can include at that stage consideration of the effectiveness of the proposed avoidance or 


reduction measures.” 


A1.19. PINS Note 05/2018 goes on to further explain: 


“It should be noted that there is no authoritative definition of what constitutes an integrated or 


additional avoidance or reduction measure and this should be considered on a case by case basis. 


If a measure is being introduced to avoid or reduce an effect on a European site then it can be 


viewed as mitigation. It may be helpful to consider whether a proposal could be considered integral 


to a plan or whether it is a measure to avoid harm. For instance, the HRA report could identify 


European sites whose designated features are vulnerable to disturbance caused by people visiting 


the site. If evidence presented in the HRA report and during the examination demonstrates that the 


housing allocation is too far from the European site to lead to increased visitor numbers then it 


could be concluded that there is no pathway for likely significant effects to occur. However if the 


HRA report determines that the housing allocation would be likely to increase visitor use of the 


European site and relies on measures which reduce visitor pressure (such as securing land to 


provide a buffer to the European site or ensuring footpaths and car parks are located away from 


the site) to avoid or reduce likely significant effects an AA will be required to assess whether the 


plan will affect the integrity of the European site.” 


A1.20. The interpretation of the above being taken by legal professionals appears to be that if it can be 


argued that mitigation, whether integrated or additional, is an “avoidance or reduction” measure 


directly due to an ecological pathway to a Natura 2000 site, then an Appropriate Assessment is 



http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?docid=200970&doclang=EN

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?docid=200970&doclang=EN
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required. If it is truly integrated into the proposals for other reasons, for example green space due 


to an unrelated protected species mitigation licence, as was the case with UK High Court ruling in 


August 2018 (R (on the application of Langton) v Secretary of State for Environment, Food and 


Rural Affairs, Natural England [2018] EWHC 2190 Admin) in relation to mitigation within a badger 


cull licence, then the mitigation is fully integrated and would not automatically trigger the 


requirement for an Appropriate Assessment. However, in many cases, such a judgement would 


carry the risk of conflicting views within the planning process, and often it may be simpler to take a 


precautionary approach by progressing to Appropriate Assessment where there is room for doubt. 








 


 


 


 


 
 
Our ref:  NN / Posbrook / APD 
 
 
Richard Wright 
Principal Planner 
Fareham Borough Council 
 
Sent via email: RWright@Fareham.Gov.UK  
 
 
 
 
 
12th November 2021 
 
 
 
Dear Richard, 
 
 
 


Land East of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield, nitrogen budget calculations summary 


Further to the meeting between the ecology teams for the council and the appellant on 2nd 


November 2021 and discussions by email afterwards, please find below a brief summary of how 


the nitrogen budget for the appeal site at Land East of Posbrook Lane was calculated. A plan 


showing the relevant calculation areas is also provided at the end of this letter. 


1.1 The appeal site consists of a red line developed area of 57 residential units, associated 


highways infrastructure and green infrastructure, with a separate blue line area set aside 


as a Bird Conservation Area (BCA). 


1.2 The nitrogen budget for the appeal site was calculated using the Natural England Nitrogen 


Budget Calculator (Published June 2020). Following advice from Fareham Borough 


Council, a methodology of assessing the red line development land and blue line BCA land 


separately was used. For the purposes of this assessment it was agreed that the sites 


current use is lowland grazing and that post development the site should be split into urban 


area for the development and Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANG) for all 


green infrastructure and the BCA. 


1.3 The red line area is 4.05ha of which 1.65ha will be developed into urban and 2.4ha will 


become SANG. The budget calculator returned a total nitrogen budget surplus of 19.7 kg 


per year arising from the re line area alone. 
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1.4 The total BCA area is 5.92ha. This will all become SANG. The total nitrogen budget for this 


area was a total reduction from the baseline of -47.4 kg per year. 


1.5 These budgets are then combined to give a final overall nitrogen budget for the 


development. In total there will be a -27.7 kg year reduction in nitrogen compared to the 


baseline conditions at the site. 


1.6 This overall reduction makes the development nitrogen neutral and therefore no nitrogen 


mitigation is required. 


 


Adam Day 


Principal Ecologist 


FPCR Environment and Design Ltd 


adam.day@fpcr.co.uk 
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Nitrogen Budget Calculation


Date:


Stage 1


Step 1


Step 2


Step 3


Step 4


Stage 2


Step 1


Step 2


Step 3


0.00


0.00


5.92


0.00


0.00


Enter area currently used for open space / greenfield (hectares)


Enter area currently used for woodland (hectares)


Enter area currently used for community food growing / catchment average (hectares)


Enter area currently used for cereals  (hectares)


Enter area currently used for dairy (hectares)


Enter area currently used for general cropping (hectares)


Enter area currently used for horticulture (hectares)


Enter area currently used for pig farming (hectares)


Enter area currently used for lowland grazing (hectares)


Wastewater treatment works' permit limit (mg per litre)


Total Nitrogen discharged by WwTW (mg per day)


Wastewater treatment works' discharge level (mg per litre) 8.1


Enter area currently used for mixed farming (hectares)


Additional Information:
Nitrogen budget for BCA  to be taken out of lowland grazing and overall classified as SaNGS


08 November 2021


Planning Application Reference No.


Site Name: Land East of Posbrook Lane


Calculate additional population


Confirm receiving WwTW and permit limit


9.0


0.0


Calculate total nitrogen in kg per year discharged by the WwTW
Deduct acceptable Nitrogen loading in wastewater (mg per litre) 6.1


Calculate total Nitrogen in kg per year derived from the development that would exit the


Calculate existing (pre-development) nitrogen from current land use of the development site 


Wastewater Treatment Works (WwTW) into Solent catchments after treatment


Select the wastewater treatment works the development will connect to


0


2.40


0.00


110


0


Peel Common


Calculate wastewater volume generated by the development


Enter the number of units proposed


Net population increase per housing unit


Total net population increase generated by the development


Water use in litres per person per day


Total wastewater volume generated by the development (litres per day)


Check to help ensure that sum total of land uses in Step 2 equals site area in Step 1


Total area of development site
Enter the total area of the development site (hectares) 5.92


Identify current land uses of the development site
Enter area currently used for urban development (hectares) 0.00


5.9


Enter area currently used for poultry farming (hectares)


0.00


0.00


0.0


Total Nitrogen discharged by WwTW (kg per day) 0.0000


Calculate nitrogen load from current land usage
Total Nitrogen load from current land usage (kg per year) 77.0


Total Nitrogen discharged by WwTW (kg per year)


0.00


0.00


0.00


0.00







Nitrogen Budget Calculation


Stage 3


Step 1


Step 2


Stage 4


Step 1


Step 2


Step 3


Step 4


5.92


0.00


0.00


0.00


Enter the total designated open space / SANG area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total nature reserve area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total woodland area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total community orchard area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total community food growing / allotment area to be created (hectares)


Calculate total Nitrogen budget for the development site
Nitrogen budget for the site (kg per year) -47.36


Calculate precautionary buffer if Nitrogen budget exceeds zero


Enter the total urban area to be created (hectares) 0.00


Calculate the net change in Nitrogen load from the proposed development


Calculate total Nitrogen load from proposed land uses
Total Nitrogen load from future land uses (kg per year) 29.60


Check to help ensure that sum total of proposed land uses equals site area in Stage 2


Calculate nitrogen load for the non-built land uses proposed for the development site 


0.00


Development will be Nitrogen neutral - no mitigation will be required


-47.36


Identify proposed land uses of the development site


Total Nitrogen budget for the proposed development (kg per year) -47.4


Precautionary Nitrogen buffer (kg per year) 0.00


Identify Nitrogen load from wastewater (Stage 1)
Nitrogen leaving wastewater treatment works (kg per year) 0.00


Calculate net change in Nitrogen load from land use changes
Total Nitrogen load from future land use (kg per year)


5.92








Nitrogen Budget Calculation


Date:


Stage 1


Step 1


Step 2


Step 3


Step 4


Stage 2


Step 1


Step 2


Step 3


91,792.8


Total Nitrogen discharged by WwTW (kg per day) 0.0918


Calculate nitrogen load from current land usage
Total Nitrogen load from current land usage (kg per year) 52.7


Total Nitrogen discharged by WwTW (kg per year)


0.00


0.00


0.00


0.00


Check to help ensure that sum total of land uses in Step 2 equals site area in Step 1


Total area of development site
Enter the total area of the development site (hectares) 4.05


Identify current land uses of the development site
Enter area currently used for urban development (hectares) 0.00


4.1


Enter area currently used for poultry farming (hectares)


0.00


0.00


2.40


136.80


110


15,048


Peel Common


Calculate wastewater volume generated by the development


Enter the number of units proposed


Net population increase per housing unit


Total net population increase generated by the development


Water use in litres per person per day


Total wastewater volume generated by the development (litres per day)


Wastewater treatment works' permit limit (mg per litre)


Total Nitrogen discharged by WwTW (mg per day)


Wastewater treatment works' discharge level (mg per litre) 8.1


Enter area currently used for mixed farming (hectares)


Additional Information:
Nitrogen budget for all red line land. Changes for lowland grazing to urban area and SaNGS


08 November 2021


Planning Application Reference No.


Site Name: Land East of Posbrook Lane


Calculate additional population


Confirm receiving WwTW and permit limit


9.0


33.5


Calculate total nitrogen in kg per year discharged by the WwTW
Deduct acceptable Nitrogen loading in wastewater (mg per litre) 6.1


Calculate total Nitrogen in kg per year derived from the development that would exit the


Calculate existing (pre-development) nitrogen from current land use of the development site 


Wastewater Treatment Works (WwTW) into Solent catchments after treatment


Select the wastewater treatment works the development will connect to


57


Enter area currently used for open space / greenfield (hectares)


Enter area currently used for woodland (hectares)


Enter area currently used for community food growing / catchment average (hectares)


Enter area currently used for cereals  (hectares)


Enter area currently used for dairy (hectares)


Enter area currently used for general cropping (hectares)


Enter area currently used for horticulture (hectares)


Enter area currently used for pig farming (hectares)


Enter area currently used for lowland grazing (hectares)


0.00


0.00


4.05


0.00


0.00







Nitrogen Budget Calculation
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Step 1


Step 2


Stage 4


Step 1


Step 2


Step 3


Step 4


Development will generate additional Nitrogen - Mitigation is required                              
Please liaise with your Local Planning Authority for advice on next steps


-17.06


Identify proposed land uses of the development site


Total Nitrogen budget for the proposed development (kg per year) 19.7


Precautionary Nitrogen buffer (kg per year) 3.29


Identify Nitrogen load from wastewater (Stage 1)
Nitrogen leaving wastewater treatment works (kg per year) 33.50


Calculate net change in Nitrogen load from land use changes
Total Nitrogen load from future land use (kg per year)


4.05


Calculate total Nitrogen budget for the development site
Nitrogen budget for the site (kg per year) 16.45


Calculate precautionary buffer if Nitrogen budget exceeds zero


Enter the total urban area to be created (hectares) 1.65


Calculate the net change in Nitrogen load from the proposed development


Calculate total Nitrogen load from proposed land uses
Total Nitrogen load from future land uses (kg per year) 35.60


Check to help ensure that sum total of proposed land uses equals site area in Stage 2


Calculate nitrogen load for the non-built land uses proposed for the development site 


0.00


Enter the total designated open space / SANG area to be created (hectares)
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Enter the total woodland area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total community orchard area to be created (hectares)


Enter the total community food growing / allotment area to be created (hectares)


2.40


0.00


0.00


0.00
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Site: Land East of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield 


Client: Foreman Homes 


Job Number: 784-B032535 


Survey Type(s): Winter Bird Mitigation Technical Note 


File Location: \\lds-dc-vm-101\Data\Projects\784-B031549 Romsey Avenue, 


Portchester\60 Project Output 


INTRODUCTION 


Tetra Tech were commissioned by Foreman Homes to prepare a Winter Bird Mitigation Technical 


Note, covering the proposed creation of a Bird Conservation Area at Land East of Posbrook Lane, 


Titchfield. The purpose of the Bird Conservation Area is to provide compensation for the partial loss of 


a Primary Support Site (F48B) within the Solent Wader and Brent Goose strategy which has been 


used historically by a peak of 82 black-tailed godwit Limosa limosa. 


The purpose of this Technical Note is to summarise the proposed Bird Conservation Area, design, 


capital works, management and maintenance. This supersedes previous iterations of the BCA set out 


in: 


• BCA Outline Proposal (ecosupport, 2019); 


• BCA Addendum (ecosupport, 2020); and 


• Shadow HRA (CSA Environmental, 2020). 


It is proposed and agreed that the long-term management of the BCA will be undertaken by 


Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust (HIWWT). This will be funded by a commuted sum to cover 


management and maintenance costs which will be secured by a Section 106 agreement. The 


commuted sum is not given in this Technical Note as is it is under negotiation with HIWWT, however it 


will be set out in the final s106 agreement and will cover the actions discussed below.  


The ownership and long-term management and monitoring of the BCA as shown in Figure 1, will be 


secured via legal agreement in perpetuity (defined as 125 years) or the lifetime of the associated 


developments (whichever is longer). 


1.1 SITE LOCATION 


The site is immediately east of Posbrook Lane, PO14 4JD (centred on OS grid reference SU537 051). 


The west of the site is bounded by Posbrook Lane, the north by residential houses, the east by horse 


pasture and the River Meon and the south by arable fields. The wider landscape is rural with the site 


lying to the south of Titchfield. The site is approximately 500m north of Titchfield Haven Site of 


Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and National Nature Reserve (NNR). Titchfield Haven also forms 


part of the Solent and Southampton Water Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar Site.  


1.2 DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS 


The proposed development comprises up to 57 dwellings with associated access, infrastructure, 


drainage and open space.  


 BASELINE 


The site comprises the northwest part of F48B, designated as a Primary Support Site under the 


Solent Wader and Brent Goose strategy. F48B is primarily designated due to a maximum historic 


count of 82 black-tailed godwit with 15 records. Winter bird surveys were conducted in 2015/16 and 
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2016/17 by ECOSA with the former recording no significant use but the latter recording a peak count 


of 31 black-tailed godwit.  


 MITIGATION DESIGN 


The proposed Bird Conservation Area has undergone a series of design iterations, most recently by 


ecosupport (2019)1. The Bird Conservation Area presented within this Technical Note supersedes 


previous versions but is broadly consistent with that presented in 2019, incorporating design 


comments raised by Natural England in early 2020. Only minor changes are proposed which have 


been discussed with Fareham Borough Council. 


The proposed Bird Conservation Area will provide an open area of c. 6.5 ha achieving the following 


key design objectives. 


Clear Site and Flight Lines 


The site currently has a reasonably open aspect, limited only by mature trees present on the north, 


east and south boundaries. This will be maintained within the BCA design. Proposed boundary 


security measures comprise hedgerows and fencing and will not significantly reduce the open aspect 


of the site. The proposed open area measures c.6.5 ha providing a sufficiently large open area for 


wintering birds.  


Human Disturbance 


Proposed boundary security measures comprising fencing, hedgerows, ditches and signage will avoid 


disturbance of birds on site from new or existing residents.  


Seasonal Wetlands 


Large seasonal waterbodies are proposed as part of the BCA which will provide a suitable foraging 


habitat for wading birds.  


Short Grassland 


The site will continue to be managed to provide short-sward grassland habitats which are optimal for 


foraging geese. Proposed management includes grazing which will continue to promote a rich soil 


invertebrate biomass suitable for insectivorous species.  


CAPITAL WORKS 


Grassland 


The site currently comprises short grassland suitable for supporting overwintering birds. No capital 


works are required to create suitable habitat through the majority of the Bird Conservation Area, 


however ongoing management will be necessary to maintain suitability. 


Boundary 


The boundary of the Bird Conservation Area will be secured by a stock-proof fence comprising: 


• All fencing should be erected in accordance with BS 1722  


• Livestock proof fence – Height 1.2m  


 


 


1 Ecosupport, (2019). Outline Proposal for BCA - Land East of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield. 
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• High tensile netting  


• Topped by two strands of barbed wire (BS EN 10223-1)  


• Intermediate posts - 1.8m at 5m centres   


• Box section straining post assemblies (end and turning posts 2.3m by 10cm – 13cm) – at changes 


of direction or 100m spacing 


 


This fencing will prevent access (including by dogs off-lead) and secure the site for grazing by either 


cattle or sheep.  


A new hedgerow and ditch will be created along the south and west boundaries to further deter 


access to the Bird Conservation Area. The ditch will be c.500mm in depth and the hedgerow will 


comprise a minimum of 10 native species, although dominated by thorny species including blackthorn 


Prunus spinosa and hawthorn Crataegus monogyna to deter access. 


Access 


Access to the Bird Conservation Area will be for management and monitoring only. An existing access 


track lies along the southern boundary of the BCA. A single point of access will be provided at the 


south west corner of the BCA, accessible from this track. This will comprise a new farm gate which 


will be clearly identified a being for management purposes only with no unauthorised access. This will 


be a 2m tall mesh gate (approx. 12ft wide) to prevent easy access by climbing. 


Scrapes 


To improve the habitat suitability for wading birds (either qualifying species for the SPA or part of the 


qualifying assemblage) it is proposed that wader scrapes are created within the mitigation area. 


These will comprise the following:  


• Two large scrapes totalling c. 7,352m2.  


• The two scrapes will be constructed using cut and fill to create level features, using embankments 


where necessary due to the sloping ground.  


• Scrapes will have sloping sides down to a max depth of 0.6m and be of irregular shape and size  


• Each scrape to be linked by a meandering ditch c. 1500mm wide and 500mm max depth at the 


centre.  


Water supply for the scrapes will come from rainfall and surface water runoff, including runoff diverted 


from the roofs of the proposed development. The primary objective is to hold perched water during 


the winter, but it is anticipated that deeper areas will also hold water for part of the summer and 


provide an enhancement for breeding birds. Scrapes will be created using an excavator with arisings 


piled adjacent to the margins to improve water retention and provide bare ground areas suitable for 


invertebrates. Soil will be compacted during construction to create stable and impermeable banks and 


bases. Where necessary, i.e. if soils have high permeability, clay soils or a Bentomat Geosynthetic 


Clay Liner will be imported as a liner.   


Signage 


Signage will be installed at the maintenance access to the BCA clearly marking it as private land with 


no public access.  


Stock Pen 


To enable future grazing of the site, a suitable stock handling pen (constructed from galvanised steel 


hurdles) will be installed at the maintenance access to the Bird Conservation Area.  
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Pond 


A single pond is proposed at the northeast corner of the Bird Conservation Area. This will be 


constructed to provide suitable breeding and foraging opportunities for amphibians and reptile 


species.  Design will be reflective of recommended advice and design concept detailed within the 


‘Ponds for Amphibians & Reptiles’ published by Freshwater Habitats Trust in association with 


Amphibian Reptile Conservation (ARC) and Amphibian Reptile Groups UK. 


MANAGEMENT 


The following management measures are proposed. The capital works described above are the 


responsibility of the Developer and are not included in the calculation of a commuted sum. The 


commuted sum will be confirmed within the s106 agreement following agreement with long-term 


management body (HIWWT). 


Grassland 


Grazing is the preferred method of managing the grassland. This will be through the use of a suitable 


conservation grazing herd at a maximum stocking density of 0.1LU/ha/yr.  


There may be a requirement for supplementary management to make sure a suitable winter sward is 


achieved (60mm in October). Therefore, a combined approach will be used comprising: 


• First cut – late August (following majority of breeding bird activity) with arisings removed; 


• Aftermath grazing; 


• Second cut – late September (if required to achieve winter sward height of 50-60mm). 


 


If a market for hay taken from the site is identified, then herbicide treatment for hay to be usable will 


be acceptable. As necessary, harrowing and overseeding will be undertaken to maintain the quality of 


the grassland.  


Scrapes 


Scrapes will be managed to prevent dense vegetation from establishing in margins to comprise of 


strimming to ground level every two years in late September – early October. 


Desilting will be undertaken as required using an excavator, taking place between April and 


September.  


Fencing 


It is proposed that capital works use long-lasting posts to minimise the requirement for replacement 


during the management period. However spot repairs and rewiring will be required as necessary 


during the management period. Fencing will be checked for damage or breaches during management 


visits, with immediate repairs undertaken.  


The commuted sum will include a budget for full fence replacements if required during the 


management period.  


Hedgerow 


Hedgerows will be cut in early October (to avoid nesting birds) on a three-year rotation (each year to 


be one side or the top). During these works, scrub will be removed from the reptile receptor area in 


the north of the site.  
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Ditch 


The ditch will be managed through periodic clearance in spring when it becomes too densely 


vegetated. This is estimated to be every five years. Arisings will be left on site.   


Desilting will be undertaken as required using an excavator, taking place between April and 


September.  


Pond 


The pond will require occasional vegetation clearance to maintain suitable conditions. This is 


estimated to be every 2-5 years with up to 25% of marginal vegetation removed.  


Desilting will be undertaken as required using an excavator, taking place between April and 


September.  


Signage 


It is unlikely that signage will require maintenance but an allowance is made for two replacements 


over the lifetime of the project. 


Staffing 


It is anticipated that staffing will be required to oversee the long-term management and monitoring. 


The frequency of visits and associated costs will be provided by HIWWT and included within the 


committed sum.  


Additional staff activities will include any other actions required to maintain the integrity of the BCA 


(such as removal of windblown rubbish).  


RESPONSIBILITIES 


Pre-construction 


All capital works associated with the construction of the BCA will be the responsibility of Foreman 


Homes. This will include any and all management until the BCA is transferred to the BCA 


Management Organisation (HIWWT). The transfer will occur prior to first occupation and upon the 


completion of an audit by the BCA Management Organisation to confirm the BCA is in a suitable 


condition for transfer (i.e. all capital works are complete and have been maintained).  


Long-term Management 


Long-term management and ownership will be the responsibility of the BCA Management 


Organisation (intended to be HIWWT who have agreed to taking on the BCA). The transfer of the 


BCA will be accompanied by a suitable commuted sum to cover on-going management and 


maintenance for the in-perpetuity period (125 years or the lifetime of the development). 


Step in Rights 


As proposed by Natural England, the s106 agreement will include a clause allowing Fareham 


Borough Council to take over ownership and management of the BCA in the event it is determine the 


BCA Management Organisation were not considered to be acting or managing the site appropriately, 


or for other reasons for which Fareham Borough Council considered it inappropriate for the managing 


organization to continue responsibility for the BCA. 
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FIGURE 1 – BIRD CONSERVATION AREA 
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FW: Appeal at Land east of Crofton Cemetery and West of Peak Lane, Stubbington, Fareham 3275237

		From

		Kneen, Peter

		To

		Wright, Richard; Smith, Lee; Wootton, Gayle

		Recipients

		RWright@Fareham.Gov.UK; LSmith@Fareham.Gov.UK; GWootton@Fareham.Gov.UK



Dear All,





 





Please see below the response from NE to the appeal at Land East of Crofton Cemetery and West of Peak Lane, Stubbington.  They’ve raised no objection to their approach for the mitigation against the New Forest SPA.





 





Thanks





Peter





 





Peter Kneen 
Principal Planner (Development Management)
Fareham Borough Council
01329824363 

    











From: Andrew, Mary <Mary.Andrew@naturalengland.org.uk> 
Sent: 24 November 2021 16:22
To: Salter, Tim <TIM.SALTER@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>; Boulton, Mark <mark.boulton@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Cc: Aziz, Rebecca <Rebecca.Aziz@naturalengland.org.uk>
Subject: RE: Appeal at Land east of Crofton Cemetery and West of Peak Lane, Stubbington, Fareham 3275237





 





Dear Mr Tim Salter and Mr Mark Boulton,





 





Appeal-  Land east of Crofton Cemetery and West of Peak Lane, Stubbington, Fareham (APP/A1720/W/21/3275237 for planning application P/20/0522/FP)





 





Thank you for your consultation on the above appeal, and apologies for the delay in this response. 





 





 





New Forest European (Habitats) Sites and Qualifying Features





 





The Shadow Habitats Regulations Assessment (sHRA) Addendum dated October 2021 by Ecosa addresses potential impacts to the New Forest Special Protection Area (SPA), Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and Ramsar sites, with the site Citations included in Appendix 2. These should provide comprehensive information regarding the qualifying features within the New Forest European (Habitats) sites.  





 





Mitigation for Recreational Disturbance to the New Forest Sites 





 





Natural England have recently advised that development within Fareham borough may have a likely significant effect on the New Forest designated sites from increased recreational impacts, in combination with other plans and projects within a 13.8km ‘zone of influence’ around the sites, based on recent survey data. Affected local authorities are working in partnership to develop a definitive mitigation strategy that will enable new development to address the in combination effects through an agreed package of mitigation measures, including provision of alternative green space and contributions to measures directly at the designated sites themselves such as access management and wardening. In advance of such a strategy, Fareham Borough Council are progressing an interim mitigation strategy to appropriately address the impacts of development coming through at the current time, and the applicant may wish to engage with the local authority on this work. 





 





For this case, the supporting Appropriate Assessment outlines mitigation to address recreational impacts on the New Forest sites in the form of a direct financial contribution to the New Forest National Park Authority’s (NFNPA) Habitat Mitigation Scheme. The contribution is based on visit frequency figures within the Footprint telephone survey report (211.3 visits per year from within NFNPA, to 15.33 visits per year from the Fareham Borough). This is applied in calculating a proportional level of financial contribution per dwelling, to be provided to the National Park. We recommend that agreement is reached with the NFNPA that they will accept such a contribution, and that the measures to be funded are outlined within the Appropriate Assessment to demonstrate a clear link between the impact and the proposed mitigation. 





 





Where you as competent authority are satisfied the proposed approach is suitably precautionary, and that such mitigation can be appropriately secured and delivered in perpetuity, Natural England would raise no further concerns over this aspect of the proposals.





 





 





I hope that this is helpful and please let me know if I can be of further assistance. 





 





Best wishes, 





 





Mary Andrew 
Sustainable Development Lead Adviser





Thames Solent Team





Natural England 





4th Floor, Eastleigh House, Upper Market St, Eastleigh, SO50 9YN





Mobile: 07552 268094





 





http://www.gov.uk/natural-england





 











 





From: Salter, Tim <TIM.SALTER@planninginspectorate.gov.uk> 
Sent: 12 November 2021 15:04
To: Andrew, Mary <Mary.Andrew@naturalengland.org.uk>
Cc: Boulton, Mark <mark.boulton@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: Appeal at Land east of Crofton Cemetery and West of Peak Lane, Stubbington, Fareham 3275237





 





Dear Mary





 





Thank you for your email of the 11th of November regarding the delay to your consultation response on the above appeal.





 





The Inspector has requested that Natural England provide a response by Friday 26th of November.  After that date the Inspector will proceed to a decision without the formal advice of Natural England.





 





Kind Regards





 





Tim Salter





 





Room 3J





Kite Wing





Temple Quay House





2 The Square





Temple Quay





Bristol





BS1 6PN





 





Twitter @PINSgov





 





E-Mail tim.salter@planninginspectorate.gov.uk





 





 





 





From: Andrew, Mary <Mary.Andrew@naturalengland.org.uk> 
Sent: 11 November 2021 15:39
To: Salter, Tim <TIM.SALTER@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>; Boulton, Mark <mark.boulton@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Subject: Appeal at Land east of Crofton Cemetery and West of Peak Lane, Stubbington, Fareham 3275237





 





Dear Mr Tim Salter and Mr Mark Boulton, 





 





Appeal-  Land east of Crofton Cemetery and West of Peak Lane, Stubbington, Fareham (APP/A1720/W/21/3275237 for planning application P/20/0522/FP)





 





Thank you for your consultation regarding the above appeal.  Unfortunately due to resource issues we are unable to provide comments to address your questions (below for reference) today. We will try to respond to you by the end of next week. 





 





Apologies in the delay in responding.





 





Best wishes, 





 





Mary Andrew 
Sustainable Development Lead Adviser





Thames Solent Team





Natural England 





4th Floor, Eastleigh House, Upper Market St, Eastleigh, SO50 9YN





Mobile: 07552 268094





 





http://www.gov.uk/natural-england





 











 





 





 





From: Boulton, Mark <mark.boulton@planninginspectorate.gov.uk> 
Sent: 28 October 2021 07:26
To: Aziz, Rebecca <Rebecca.Aziz@naturalengland.org.uk>; SM-NE-Enquiries (NE) <enquiries@naturalengland.org.uk>
Cc: Salter, Tim <TIM.SALTER@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>; Boulton, Mark <mark.boulton@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>; pwarren@savills.com; devcontrol@fareham.gov.uk; Kneen, Peter <PKneen@Fareham.Gov.UK>; Alger, Katherine <KAlger@Fareham.Gov.UK>
Subject: Appeal at Land east of Crofton Cemetery and West of Peak Lane, Stubbington, Fareham 3275237
Importance: High





 





Dear Ms Aziz





 





I am writing to you in regards to the above appeal. 





 





Regulation 63 (3) of the Habitats Regulations 2017 requires that the competent authority must for the purposes of the assessment consult the appropriate nature conservation body and have regard to any representations made by that body within such reasonable time as the authority specifies. Having had regard to the characteristics of the proposed development the Inspector considers that an appropriate assessment is necessary.





 





In order to seek your views as the appropriate nature conservation body as to the likely impact from the proposed development to New Forest SPA, SAC and Ramsar sites and their qualifying features, the Inspector seeks your views on the following: 





 





1.	Can Natural England confirm that the European Sites and qualifying features identified within the Appellant’s information are comprehensive and correct? If not can you please indicate the additional site(s) or features should also be addressed.





 





2.	To what extent does Natural England agree with the conclusions reached by the appellant’s consultant Ecosa in the information they have provided? 





 





3.	Does  Natural England consider that the proposed development would impact upon the integrity of the European Site and its qualifying features? 





 





4.	If so, and in the absence of an agreed strategy for authorities within the Zone of Influence around the New Forest, Is Natural England content that a financial contribution to be directed at mitigation measures set out within the New Forest Habitats SPD is sufficient to avoid an adverse impact to the integrity of the European Sites and relevant features? If you are not content then please specify your reasons and provide details of any additional measures you consider are necessary.





 





5.	The proposed Habitats Mitigation Contribution will be secured by way of the attached unilateral undertaking. Can Natural England confirm if it is content that this adequately secures the deliverability of the measures. 





 





6.	Any other relevant matters that you wish to make. 





 





The deadline for your consultation response is 11th of November 2021. Your response should be sent preferably electronically to tim.salter@planninginspectorate.gov.uk or by post (at the address below) marked for the attention of Tim Salter.





 





Kind Regards





 





Mark Boulton
Operations Manager – Plans, Inquiries and Costs






The Planning Inspectorate





Room 3/J Kite Wing, Temple Quay House, 2 The Square, Temple Quay, Bristol, BS1 6PN





https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/planning-inspectorate
Twitter:  @PINSgov





Email: mark.boulton@planninginspectorate.gov.uk





 





Please take a moment to review the Planning Inspectorate's Privacy Notice which can be accessed by clicking this link.











Please note that the contents of this email and any attachments are privileged and/or confidential and intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient of this email and its attachments, you must take no action based upon them, nor must you copy or show them to anyone. Please contact the sender if you believe you have received this email in error and then delete this email from your system.





Recipients should note that e-mail traffic on Planning Inspectorate systems is subject to monitoring, recording and auditing to secure the effective operation of the system and for other lawful purposes. The Planning Inspectorate has taken steps to keep this e-mail and any attachments free from viruses. It accepts no liability for any loss or damage caused as a result of any virus being passed on. It is the responsibility of the recipient to perform all necessary checks.





The statements expressed in this e-mail are personal and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or policies of the Inspectorate.





DPC:76616c646f72











This message has been sent using TLS 1.2 This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems. Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective operation of the system and for other lawful purposes. 





Please take a moment to review the Planning Inspectorate's Privacy Notice which can be accessed by clicking this link.





This message has been sent using TLS 1.2 This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems. Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective operation of the system and for other lawful purposes. 
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07554 415619 

    

https://www.fareham.gov.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/farehambc
https://www.twitter.com/farehambc
https://www.youtube.com/farehambcouncil
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/vaccinations/flu-influenza-vaccine/

